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1. Introduction

A couple of decades have passed since the advent of electromagnetic metamaterials. Although
the research on artificial microwave materials dates back to the middle of the 20th century, the most
prominent development in the electromagnetics of artificial media has happened in the new millennium.
In the last two decades, the electromagnetics of one-, two-, and three-dimensional metamaterials acquired
robust characterization, measurement, and design tools (e.g., [1–8]). Novel fabrication techniques have
been developed. Many exotic effects involving metamaterials and metasurfaces, which initially belonged
in a scientist’s lab, are now well understood by practicing engineers. Therefore, when accepting the
Guest Editor role for this Special Issue, I decided that it was the right moment to bring up and refresh the
metamaterial concepts, which had to become a designer’s tools of choice in the present-day electronics,
microwaves, and photonics.

Time had shown that I made a step in the right direction. The papers published in this Special
Issue had covered several important topics advancing the state of the art in telecommunications,
subwavelength imaging, and biomedical sensing. Although some of these works build up on the
metamaterial- and metasurface-related studies done in the last decade or even earlier, the originality in
the selected papers resides in the approaches, models, and experimental techniques that demonstrate
a great value for practical applications. That explains one of the reasons why this Special Issue has
been entitled “Engineering Metamaterials”. However, there is another reason: practical applications
require from us, scientists and engineers, to search for metamaterial realizations that are compatible
with the present-day technologies and respond to requests from foreseable future. That is why the
engineers must be able to not just use, but also design and engineer metamaterials for a specific need.
I believe, the reader will find this Special Issue useful for that purpose.

2. The Present Issue

The focus of this Special Issue has been on the theory and applications of electromagnetic
metamaterials, metasurfaces, and metamaterial transmission lines as the building blocks of present-day
and future electronic, photonic, and microwave devices. Below, I outline the main results obtained in
the papers published in this Special Issue.

In Reference [9], the authors have studied the near-perfect tunneling in discrete metamaterial
loaded waveguides. Electromagnetic wave tunneling in alternating ε-negative/μ-negative anisotropic
metamaterial layers is studied with an ABCD-matrix-based method. A tunnel identification method is
developed and demonstrated to reveal tunneling behavior experimentally. Two-dimensional imaging
of permittivity distribution by an activated meta-structure with a functional scanning defect is studied
in Reference [10]. A perforated metal plate with subwavelength holes and a needle-like conductor are
employed to perform two-dimensional scanning. Imaging experiments have been conducted with the
aim of detecting both conductive and dielectric samples for future biomedical applications concerning
non-invasive and low-risk diagnosis. In Reference [11], analytical modeling of metamaterial differential
transmission line using corrugated ground planes in high-speed printed circuit boards is performed.
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The developed model enables efficient and accurate prediction of the common-mode noise suppression
and differential signal transmission characteristics. The authors of Reference [12] investigate wide-band
dual polarization terahertz linear to circular polarization converters based on bi-layered transmissive
metasurfaces. The bi-layered metasurfaces are formed by diagonally intersecting square metallic
patches and rings. An equivalent circuit model is developed and validated with full-wave simulations.
Reference [13] deals with a dual-band compact metamaterial absorber with fractal geometry. The used
fractal structure allows for creating a dual-band metamaterial absorber with reduced unit cell size
and small substrate thickness. Based on this principle, an absorber panel has been experimentally
realized and validated. In Reference [14], a microfluidic sensor based on a composite left-right handed
transmission line has been proposed and investigated. A change in the properties of the fluid that fills
the microfluidic reservoir causes a change in the effective substrate permittivity, which subsequently
changes the phase velocity in the transmission line. The studied sensor is characterized by relatively
high sensitivity and good linearity and can be used for the biomass estimation inside microfluidic
bioreactors. Two-bit terahertz encoder realized by graphene-based metamaterials is proposed and
studied in Reference [15]. The encoder involves graphene-based metamaterials, in which the graphene
structures are controlled by electric voltage applied to external electrodes. The authors foresee that
their encoder can promote the development of multifunctional and integrated devices for future
THz-band communications.

3. Future

Rapid growth in telecommunications and electronics requires development of new and original
metamaterial-based and (or) metamaterial-inspired devices. Recently, digital metamaterials and
programmable metasurfaces have attracted a lot of attention. Programmable metasurfaces are versatile
tools for controlling electromagnetic wave propagation and performing almost instantaneous operations
on the wavefronts of passing electromagnetic waves. It is without doubt that the metamaterial concepts
(including the ones presented in this Special Issue) will be further developed for such applications.

Telecommunications in the mm-wave and THz bands will bring new challenges that will be
addressed, in particular, by making use of materials with exotic electronic properties such as the
graphene. In the last few years, topological metamaterials and effects have added an entirely new
dimension to the whole picture. Emerging artificial intelligence techniques already assist researchers
in design of novel metamaterials and devices based on them. Overall, I believe that there is a bright
future for these new technologies and their applications in engineering metamaterials.
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Abstract: Transmissive metasurface-based dual-wide-band dual circular polarized operation is
needed to facilitate volume and size reduction along with polarization diversity for future THz
wireless communication. In this paper, a novel dual-wide-band THz linear polarization to circular
polarization (LP-to-CP) converter is proposed using transmissive metasurfaces. It converts incident
X polarized waves into transmitted left-hand circular polarized (LHCP) and right-hand circular
polarized (RHCP) waves at two frequency bands. The structure consists of bi-layered metasurfaces
having an outer conductor square ring and three inner conductor squares diagonally intersecting
each other. The proposed converter works equally well with incident Y polarizations. Operational
bandwidths for the dual-band LP-to-CP are 1.16 THz to 1.634 THz (34% fractional bandwidth) and
3.935 THz to 5.29 THz (29% fractional bandwidth). The electromagnetic simulation was carried out in
two industry-standard software packages, High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) and Computer
Simulation Technology (CST), using frequency and time domain solvers respectively. Close agreement
between results depicts the validity and reliability of the proposed design. The idea is supported
by equivalent circuits and physical mechanisms involved in the dual-wide-band dual polarization
operation. The impact of different geometrical parameters of the unit cell on the performance of
LP-to-CP operation is also investigated.

Keywords: metasurfaces; linear to circular polarization converter; dual-band polarization converters;
transmission-based polarization conversion

1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) electromagnetic waves ranging from 0.1 THz to 10 THz have been investigated
in numerous applications including imaging, spectroscopy, environmental surveillance, remote
sensing, high-resolution radars and high-speed communications [1–4]. With the advancement
in THz sources and detectors, these investigations have gained great interest from researchers.
Polarization manipulators, in their applications to rotate or convert polarization states of electromagnetic
waves, have been comprehensively explored for stealth, cloaking and in diode-like applications [5–8].
Circular polarization is a preferred choice for THz wireless communication due to its lower sensitivity
towards multipath fading and polarization mismatch with receiver mobility.

Dual-band circular polarized waves are required in any satellite communication for the uplink
(U/L) and downlink (D/L) operational bands. The handedness for U/L and D/L operations needs to be
opposite to offer adequate polarization diversity. A generic solution for this is to use a linearly polarized
antenna in cascade with orthomode transducer (OMT) as a feeder to a transmit-array or reflector.
This solution is quite complicated, bulky and expensive. Another solution is to use phased array

Electronics 2019, 8, 869; doi:10.3390/electronics8080869 www.mdpi.com/journal/electronics5
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dual-band patch antennas. Both of these solutions are not feasible at THz frequencies. There is another
possibility to obtain dual-band dual polarizations, i.e., using a linearly polarized wave generated by
a linearly polarized antenna in cascade with dual-band linear polarization to circular polarization
(LP-to-CP) converters. This solution is advantageous in terms of size and complexity. In addition,
dual-band operation for LP-to-CP can be used to merge multiple systems for cost and volume reduction.

In the past, birefringent structures have been used to convert one state or type of polarization into
another, including waveplates [9–11], liquid crystals [12–14], and wood and paper [15,16]. However,
these solutions are bulky and complicated to integrate with existing THz systems. Metamaterials,
chiral metamaterials and quasi-periodic planar arrays of sub-wavelength elements have attracted
many researchers because of their distinguished properties, such as asymmetric transmission and
polarization conversion with tenability and flexibility [17–19]. Metasurfaces, as the 2D equivalent of
metamaterials, have been explored for the possibility of polarization manipulation, including linear to
circular polarization conversion [20–22]. Particularly, they have been explored for single band linear
to circular polarization conversion capability [20,23–27]. Wideband linear to circular polarization
conversion operation has been explored using reflection and transmission modes [23–27]. Controlling
electromagnetic fields, termed ‘wave engineering’, has been explored using metasurfaces [28–32].
Hadad et al. [28] proposed transverse temporal gradient-based metasurfaces for efficient transmission
that is otherwise difficult using thin layered metasurfaces. Taravati et al. [29] proposed an advanced
wave engineering technique based on unidirectional frequency generation and spatial decomposition
in space–time-modulated slabs. Taravati et al. [30] realized an extraordinary beam splitter with
one-way beam splitting-amplification. The proposed technique offers high isolation, transmission
gain and zero beam tilting. Shi et al. [31] proposed a nonreciprocal metasurface that can achieve
optical circulation and isolation. Wang et al. [32] proposed a technique for nonreciprocal wavefront
engineering using time-modulated gradient metasurfaces. The essential building block of these surfaces
is a subwavelength unit-cell whose reflection coefficient oscillates at low frequency. Such devices
have been demonstrated theoretically [28–31] or experimentally [32] in an excellent manner for a
wide range of applications, including cloaking, camouflage, amplifiers, isolators, duplexer antenna
systems and mixers. However, there has been a lack of devices with incident normal polarization with
transmitted circularly polarized waves using metasurfaces. Such devices are required in systems where
transmitted waves and incident waves need to be aligned. These systems are predominantly used in
THz wireless communication systems, including satellite communication. Such devices fabricated on
flexible substrates can be integrated with linearly polarized wide-band THz antennas to have a dual
wide-band outgoing transmitted wave with opposite handedness.

For dual-band LP-to-CP operation, there can be two possibilities: one is to use a wideband
LP-to-CP converter so as to cover both required frequency bands. This is usually very difficult as it will
practically increase the operational bandwidth for LP-to-CP operation. In the literature, a fractional
bandwidth greater than 40% using transmissive metasurfaces has not been quoted so far. Moreover,
no work has been reported to claim dual polarization in the same frequency band so as to cover
applications requiring polarization diversity. The other possibility is to design a dual-band LP-to-CP
converter that works over two different frequency bands with outgoing circular polarizations having
opposite handedness in two bands.

Dual-band polarization manipulators including cross polarization converters [33,34] and
LP-to-CP [35–39] converters have been proposed in the past. Liu [34] et al. and Xiaojun Huang et al. [35]
reported metasurfaces based dual-band polarization converters for outgoing cross polarization.
Recently reported dual band LP-to-CP polarization converters in microwave and THz bands are either
complex or based on reflection type frequency selective surfaces [36–40]. Moreover, the operating
bandwidths for the two bands are not wide. For example, Qingyun et al. [36] reported dual-band
transmission type LP-to-CP converter based on frequency selective surfaces. Qingyun et al. [36] used
four metallic layers to obtain 31.6% and 13.8% fractional bandwidths in C and Ku bands, respectively.
The proposed structure’s first and fourth metal layers consist of a split ring resonator bisected by
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a metallic strip; second and third metallic layers consist of a rectangular patch surrounded by a
rectangular ring. Parinaz et al. [37] presented the design of dual-band LP-to-CP using transmissive
metasurfaces whose unit cell is composed of three metallic layers. The first and third layers consist of a
metallic patch enclosed in a split ring resonator, whereas the second layer consists of a circle-eliminated
square patch with a central rectangular metallic strip. In other research, 3 dB fractional bandwidths
of about 5% and 8% for dual-bands in the Ka band have been achieved [37]. Wang et al. [38]
presented a dual-band LP-to-CP converter using Jerusalem cross and “I” dipole patterned frequency
selective surfaces. Dual-band operation has been achieved for 29% and 12% fractional bandwidths.
Youn et al. [39] reported a multilayered radial-shaped resonator-based dual-band LP-to-CP in the Ka
band and achieved 14.4% and 4% fractional bandwidths. The only work reported of a THz dual-band
LP-to-CP [40] discusses a reflection-based double-layered structure with the bottom layer used as
gold reflectors. Such devices achieve a wide band of operation but tend to block and interfere with
feeding elements such as linearly polarized arrays. The transmission-based dual-wide-band LP-to-CP
converter based on a simple configuration is still a challenging problem.

In this paper, a novel dual-wide-band dual polarized LP-to-CP THz converter consisting of
bi-layered transmissive metasurfaces has been presented. The proposed structure is novel, as it
achieves dual-band widest transmission-based LP-to-CP operation with fractional bandwidths of 34%
and 29% for the two bands in THz. Also, the structure consists of bi-layered metasurfaces. Dual-band
operation is realized due to the excitation of two Eigenmodes generating phase delays. The position of
frequency bands can be tuned by tuning the dimensions of square patches.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 of this paper describes the design of the proposed
dual-wide-band LP-to-CP converter. Section 3 is about simulation and analysis of the dual-band
LP-to-CP converter, and the principle of operation is described in Section 4. Physical mechanisms and
equivalent circuit analyses are explained in Section 5. The impact of different structural parameters
on the performance of the dual-band LP-to-CP converter is discussed in Section 6. The conclusion is
presented in Section 7.

2. Design

Basic polarization manipulation properties of metasurfaces are achieved due to cross-coupling
between electric and magnetic fields’ resonances in the presence of an incident wave. In order
to achieve dual-band LP-to-CP operation, the unit-cell structure of the metasurface needs to be
designed deliberately to tailor the cross-coupling effects in two separate bands of interest. The same
structure will behave differently under different frequencies. Each frequency band will correspond to a
different Eigenmode. In the past, many diagonal symmetry/semi-symmetric anisotropic structures
have been proposed for single band LP-to-CP conversion [41–45]. Dual band LP-to-CP operation has
been achieved using center-connected [38] and semi-diagonal symmetric [37] structures. Symmetric
structures with horizontal and vertical axis symmetry cannot be a choice for LP-to-CP operation
because the electric response for such components at normal incidence and horizontal polarization will
not generate a vertical component [42]. A good choice is to have a diagonal symmetric structure so that
incident wave can be divided into two equal orthogonal components. The first design consideration for
the unit cell is to have two differently sized square patches, with each square corresponding to a single
band LP-to-CP operation. They are arranged to have diagonal symmetry. The second consideration
is a square ring to have closed form electric field distribution between the top and bottom surfaces.
In a nutshell, the proposed structure is a diagonal symmetric structure which consists of multiple
resonating structures to have wider bandwidths in two operational bands. Figure 1 shows the design
of the proposed converter. It consists of two identical sheets of conductor patches having substrate
layer sandwiched between. Gold was used as a conductor and flexible polyimide having εr of 3.5
was used as a substrate. The shaded region in Figure 1b shows the conductor layer, which consists of
two parts: the outer part is a square ring consisting of a conductor with width w and an inner part
consisting of three squares diagonally intersecting each other. Top right and bottom left squares have
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dimensions c× c, while the middle square has dimension c1 × c1. The bottom layer is identical to the
top layer. The design was optimized to have the best results and optimized parameters for the unit
cell, as follows: p = 50.67 μm, v = 54.65 μm, c = 13.4 μm, d = 3.5 μm, c1 = 14 μm. The scheme for the
operation of the dual-wide-band LP-to-CP converter is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Schematic of the design: (a) Two-dimensional (2D) periodic array structure; (b) top view;
(c) 3D perspective view.

Figure 2. Scheme for dual-wide-band LP-to-CP converter with outgoing Left Handed Circular
Polarization (LHCP) and Right Handed Circular Polarization (RHCP) waves.

3. Simulation and Analysis

Design and optimization for the proposed dual-band LP-to-CP converter was carried out using
standard electromagnetic software, High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). HFSS is based on the
finite element mesh (FEM) solver. The design was simulated using master–slave boundary conditions,
and Floquet ports at the input and output of the unit cell were applied to realize the periodic array
structure. In order to validate the performance of the proposed structure, an optimized unit cell was
re-simulated in Computer Simulation Technology (CST) software (2015 Version, Dassault Systèmes
SE, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). The finite difference time domain (FDTD) solver was selected for
CST. Scanning time was set to 200 ns to get accurate results. Close agreement between FEM results
and FDTD results validate the performance of the proposed structure. Total transmission in the X

direction can be computed by Tall =
∣∣∣tyx
∣∣∣2 + |txx|2 [46], and for transmission in the Y direction by

Tall =
∣∣∣tyy
∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣txy

∣∣∣2 [46]. Figure 3a,b depict transmission characteristics for the incident X polarized
and Y polarized wave travelling in the -Z direction in CST and HFSS. It is pertinent to mention here
that transmission spectra with incident X and Y polarizations are not exactly equal due to the absence
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of symmetry in X and Y planes. Figure 4 shows the phase difference in degrees with incident X
polarization. Further discussion on Figures 3 and 4 is carried out in Section 4.

Figure 3. Transmission characteristics of proposed structure with incident: (a) X polarized wave,
and (b) Y polarized wave.

Figure 4. Phase difference between X polarized and Y polarized transmitted waves with incident X
polarized wave.

4. Principle of Operation

In the topology diagram shown in Figure 2, it is assumed that both X polarized and Y polarized
waves can be made incident on the metasurface. The proposed device has different responses to
incident X and Y polarized waves. For incident X polarized waves, transmitted waves behave as LHCP
at f1 and RHCP at f2, whereas for incident Y polarized waves, transmitted waves behave as RHCP at
f1 and LHCP at f2. In order to understand the operation of a dual-band LP-to-CP converter, a plane
horizontal (X polarized) wave travelling in the -Z direction is made incident on the surface of the unit
cell. The incident wave can be expressed by Equation (1). Magnitudes of this incident wave can be
expressed by Equation (2).

Exi = Exiex (1)

where, Exi = E0ejkz (2)

where ex is the unit cell in X direction. The transmitted wave can be expressed as the sum of two
components, i.e., X polarized and Y polarized, as shown in Equation (3):

Et = Extex + Eytey = txxejϕxxE0ejkzex + txyejϕxy E0ejkzey (3)

txx =
Ext

Exi
(4)

txy =
Eyt

Exi
(5)
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where txx and txy represent transmission coefficients for X to X and X to Y polarization conversion
as shown in Equations (4) and (5), respectively. ϕxx and ϕxy are phase angles corresponding to txx

and txy, respectively. Since the proposed structure has an anisotropic structure, the magnitudes and
phasers for X polarized and Y polarized transmitted wave components may be different. However,
if for a certain frequency range these transmission coefficients become comparable and their phase
angles are 90◦ apart, i.e., txx = txy and ϕxy = 2nπ± π/2, with n being an integer, then the conditions for
linear-to-circular polarization conversion will be met. In order to describe the transmission conversion
performance of the proposed structure, the axial ratio for the transmitted wave is calculated as given in
Equation (6) [38]:

AR =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∣∣∣∣txx

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣txy
∣∣∣2 + √a∣∣∣∣txx

∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣txy
∣∣∣2 − √a

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1/2

(6)

where a can be calculated from Equation (7) [38]:

a = |txx|4 +
∣∣∣txy
∣∣∣4 + 2|txx|2

∣∣∣txy
∣∣∣2cos

(
2ϕxy

)
(7)

For an ideal LP-to-CP operation, AR should be 1 (0 dB). However, for most systems, a 3-dB value
of the axial ratio is acceptable.

Figures 3a and 4 show that in frequency bands from 1.16 THz to 1.634 THz and 3.935 THz to
5.29 THz, the transmission coefficient magnitudes are comparable, and the phase difference between
them is −90◦ or +270◦ with ±15◦ variation. Thus, the conditions for linear to circular polarization
conversion is fully met at some frequencies, while for a range of frequencies, it partially fulfils the
requirements (in this case the transmitted wave will be slightly elliptically polarized). Nonetheless,
the performance criterion for linear to circular transmission type conversion (axial ratio within 3 dB) is
maintained. Furthermore, in the frequency range from 1.16 THz to 1.634 THz, the Y component of
the transmitted wave is ahead of the X component hence the transmitted wave is LHCP, whereas in
the frequency range of 3.935 THz to 5.29 THz, the Y component of the transmitted wave lags the X
component, hence the transmitted wave is RHCP. In addition, the proposed unit cell behaves equally
well for the incident Y polarized wave resulting in RHCP and LHCP for the two frequency bands.

Total transmission in the X direction can be computed as Tall =
∣∣∣tyx
∣∣∣2 + |txx|2 [46]. Figure 5 shows

the axial ratio for the incident X polarized and Y polarized waves along with total transmission. For the
sake of simplicity, total transmission in the X direction is only shown in Figure 5. A similar tendency is
observed for transmission in the Y direction. It is clear from Figure 5 that the proposed structure has
an axial ratio of 3 dB from 1.16 THz to 1.634 THz and 3.935 THz to 5.29 THz for both X polarized and
Y polarized incident waves. Moreover, reasonable energy transfer (−1 to −5 dB) is observed in the
dual-band except in the frequency range 5 THz to 5.29 THz. In fact, there is good energy transfer from
1 THz to 5 THz but the transmitted wave from frequency range 1.634 THz to 3.935 THz is not circularly
polarized wave because the axial ratio is much larger than 3 dB.

Figure 5. Axial ratio for the transmitted wave with incident X and Y polarized wave and total
transmission with incident X polarization.
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5. Physical Explanation and Equivalent Circuit

Since the unit cell is based on an anisotropic structure having dual diagonal symmetry, the incident
X polarized wave will generate transmitted X and Y polarized wave components and the incident Y
polarized wave will generate transmitted X and Y components. To explain the physical phenomenon
behind the proposed LP-to-CP, we considered the surface current vectors within two frequency bands;
let these be f1 and f2: f1 = 1.398 THz and f2 = 4.82 THz. Figure 6 shows the surface current distribution
with the incident X polarized wave at the output surface of the proposed converter for t = 0, T/4, T/2,
3T/4 at f1. The orientation of the electric field vectors shows that with every T/4 cycle, it rotates by 90◦.
Further, it can be seen that the surface current at f1 is concentrated in the inner tri-square conducting
patches with an anti-clockwise rotation. Thus, the transmitted wave is LHCP at f1.

  

Figure 6. Surface current distribution of the proposed LP-to-CP converter at 1.398 THz at (a) t = 0,
(b) t = T/4 (c) t = T/2 (d) t = 3T/4.

Figure 7 shows the surface current vectors at the output surface at f2. It can be clearly seen that
with every quarter cycle, surface currents are rotated 90◦ in a clockwise rotation. Unlike in Figure 6,
this time surface current vectors are concentrated in the outer square ring. The opposite direction of
rotation for surface current vectors in time cycle T validates our proposed opposite handedness of
circular polarization for the same structure at two different frequencies.

   

Figure 7. Surface current distribution of the proposed LP-to-CP converter at 4.82 THz at (a) t = 0
(b) t = T/4 (c) t = T/2 (d) t = 3T/4.

Figures 8 and 9 indicate the response of the proposed structure to the incident X polarized
electromagnetic field. Figure 8a,b show electric field distribution at 1.398 THz and 4.82 THz, respectively.
It is clear from Figure 8a that the electric field concentrates on the outer two conducting patches of
the tri-square patch with a minor contribution from corners of an outer square ring, whereas for
4.82 THz, the electric field is concentrated on the whole tri-squares patch and outer square ring.
This multi-resonance structure validates the dual-wide-band performance of polarization conversion.
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               (a)                       (b) 

Figure 8. Electric field strength at (a) f1 = 1.398 THz, (b) f2 = 4.82 THz.

Figure 9. Magnetic field strength at (a) f1 = 1.398 THz, (b) f2 = 4.82 THz.

Figure 9a shows the magnetic field strength at f1 = 1.398 THz. It shows that the magnetic field is
concentrated in the intersected corners of the tri-squares conductor patch. Figure 9b shows that for the
second frequency band, at f2, the magnetic field is predominantly attributed to the outer square ring
and vertical sides of the squares in the tri-square patch.

Figure 10a,b show the equivalent circuit for the unit cell of the proposed dual-wide-band LP-to-CP
converter with incident X and Y polarizations, respectively. With incident X polarizations, upper and
lower arms interact with the incident waves, whereas the left and right arms of the outer square ring
will have no interaction. Thus, inductors L1 representing the outer square ring will appear as shown in
Figure 10a. C1 represents the value of capacitance induced between the corner of the square ring and
the diagonal conducting patch with incident X polarization. L2 shows the combined inductive effect
of the two outer squares (area: C × C) and inner square (area: C1 × C1). It is interesting to note that
due to the discontinuity between the three square inductors in a diagonal position, there will also be a
capacitive effect, but the overall effect for three inductors will be inductive. Thus, it is represented as
L2. Zo and Zd represent transmission line models for free space layers and the substrate. In the lower
frequency band of operation, the impedance corresponding to L1, Z_L1 will be lower compared to its
value in a higher frequency band of operation. Similarly, impedance corresponding to C1, Z_C1 will be
large in the first frequency band while it will become much smaller in the second frequency band.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Equivalent circuit for the proposed converter under incident (a) X polarization,
(b) Y polarization.
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Now it will be explained how dual polarizations exist within two bands. For this, assume Z_L1

(f1) and Z_L1 (f2) represent impedances corresponding to L1 at f1 and f2, respectively. Similarly, Z_C1

(f1) and Z_C1 (f2) represent impedances corresponding to C1 at f1 and f2, respectively, and Z_L2 (f1)
and Z_L2 (f2) represent impedances corresponding to L2 at f1 and f2, respectively. f1 corresponds
to any frequency within the first frequency band while f2 corresponds to any frequency within the
second frequency band. Thus, |Z_L1 (f1)| < |Z_L1 (f2)|, |Z_C1 (f1)| >> |Z_C1 (f2)|, |Z_L2 (f1)| < |Z_L2 (f2)|.
Overall impedance for the top layer can be calculated as |Z_L1| ‖ |Z_L1| ‖ (2 × |Z_C1| + |Z_L2|). At f1,
|Z_C1(f1)| will be larger than that at f2, |Z_C1(f2)|. Thus, the 2 × |Z_C1| + |Z_L2| component will be
larger. Hence, the overall effect for a parallel combination of large capacitive impedance and small
inductive impedance will be small inductive impedance. For a frequency f2 in higher frequency band,
2 × |Z_C1| + |Z_L2| will become small and the overall effect will be capacitive. At f2, the resultant
impedance will be a parallel combination of large inductance and small capacitance, which will result
in small capacitive effect. Thus, the overall change in impedance behavior at f2 explains the idea of
dual polarization.

6. Performance Analysis

For design considerations, the effect of different dimensions of the unit cell on the performance
of the dual-band polarization converter was analyzed. Figure 11a shows the plot of the axial ratio
for the proposed converter for different values of p keeping all the other parameters constant. It is
observed that with the increase in p from 49.9 μm to 51.9 μm, the lower end of the first frequency band
remains almost constant while higher-end shifts towards the right cause the bandwidth of the first
band to increase. In the second band, increasing p has greater impact: it shifts the lower frequency
towards the left while the higher-end remains almost stable with some exceptions. Thus, periodicity p
has an impact on both conversion bands. This can be explained as follows: increasing p increases the
length of the outer square ring on the metasurface, since this square ring contributes to the electric
field strength at f1 less than that at f2 (as seen in Figure 8). Thus, variation in the second conversion
band is found to be larger than for the first conversion band. Figure 11b shows the plot of the axial
ratio for different values of c from 13.2 μm to 14.2 μm. It is clear that with the increase in c, the first
frequency band shifts towards the left, which decreases operational bandwidth. A similar tendency is
observed for the second frequency band due to the larger variation per wavelength as compared to the
first frequency band. This change is supported by Figure 8, in which both conversion bands’ operation
depends upon corner square-conducting patches.

Figure 11. Effect of (a) p and (b) c on the performance of dual-band LP-to-CP converter.

The effect of substrate thickness d and inner square dimension c1 is analyzed as shown in
Figure 12a,b, respectively. Figure 12a shows that as d is increased from 3.2μm to 4.2μm, the performance
of dual-band LP-to-CP deteriorates in terms of axial ratio. A slight decrease in bandwidth is observed
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as the higher frequency end of the first band moves towards the left. This variation in second frequency
band seems to be abrupt due to higher sensitivity at high frequency, although performance remains
more or less stable (within 3 dB), except at d= 4.2 μm. This phenomenon can be explained quantitatively
as follows: the incident electric field on the top metasurface can be divided into two parts: the reflected
wave to the air and the transmitted wave inside the substrate. Assuming the conductor thickness to be
negligible, the transmitted wave travels inside the substrate and upon striking the substrate to the
ground interface, is partially reflected back to the substrate, whereas the remainder of the portion is
transmitted into the air. The portion of electromagnetic wave which was reflected back to the substrate
travels back to the top surface to the substrate interface and, upon striking that interface, is again
divided into two portions. One portion is reflected back to the substrate, while the other portion is
transmitted into the air. The reflected wave traveling inside the substrate experiences the phase delays
and, upon striking the substrate to ground interface, some portion of this wave reflects back to the
substrate, while some part is transmitted into the air. These multiple transmitted waves interfere with
each other constructively and destructively producing two polarized waves: one X polarized and
the other Y polarized. These waves generate circularly polarized waves when they have comparable
magnitudes and differences in phase angles around 90◦. Varying the substrate thickness changes the
phase angles and hence affects the axial ratio for the proposed converter. Figure 12b shows the effect
of c1 on the performance of dual-band LP-to-CP converter. It shows that the first frequency band
remains almost stable with a change in c1, whereas the second frequency band is sensitive towards c1.
Although its performance remains within 3 dB for 13.76 to 14.06 um, the value of c1 affects the second
frequency band. The same is obvious from the physical mechanisms discussed earlier and as shown in
Figure 8, where it is clear that the central conducting patch contributes to the higher frequency band
and does not significantly impact the lower frequency band.

Figure 12. Effect of (a) d and (b) c1 on the performance of dual-band LP-to-CP converter.

7. Conclusions

In summary, a bi-layered metasurface-based THz dual-wide-band LP-to-CP converter based on
transmission characteristics is proposed. For incident linear X or Y polarized waves, it transmits dual
polarized dual-band circularly polarized waves. It works over 1.16 THz to 1.634 THz (34% fractional
bandwidth) and 3.935 THz to 5.29 THz (29% fractional bandwidth) within two bands for an axial ratio
of 3 dB. Considerable energy transfer is observed in dual bands except for the band 5 THz to 5.29 THz.
Close agreement between HFSS (FEM) and CST (FDTD) results ensures the validity and reliability of the
proposed design. Physical mechanisms, electrical circuit representation and quantitative explanation of
the working principle behind the dual-wide-band LP-to-CP conversion justify the designed structure.
Such a simple and dual-wide-band, dual polarized LP-to-CP converter can be used in potential
applications in THz wireless communication, including satellite communication, ground segment,
imaging, spectrometry, antenna technology, and many other THz manipulating devices.
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Abstract: A novel 2D imaging method for permittivity imaging using a meta-structure with a
functional scanning defect is proposed, working in the millimeter wave-range. The meta-structure
we used here is composed of a perforated metal plate with subwavelength-holes and a needle-like
conductor that can scan two-dimensionally just beneath the plate. The metal plate, which is referred
to as a metal hole array (MHA) in this study, is known as a structure supporting propagation of
spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SSPPs). High-frequency waves with frequencies higher than
microwaves, including SSPPs, have the potential to detect signals from inner parts embedded beneath
solid surfaces such as living cells or organs under the skin, without physical invasion, because
of the larger skin depth penetration of millimeter wave-bands than optical wave-bands. Focused
on activated SSPPs, the localized distortion of SSPP modes on an MHA is used in the proposed
method to scan the electromagnetic properties of the MHA with a needle-like conductor (conductive
probe), which is a kind of active defect-initiator. To show the validity of the proposed method,
electromagnetic analyses of the localized distortions of wave fields were performed, and one- and
two-dimensional imaging experiments were conducted with the aim of detecting both conductive
and dielectric samples. The analytical results confirmed the localized distortion of the electric
field distribution of SSPP modes and also indicated that the proposed method has scanning ability.
In experimental studies, the detection of conductive and dielectric samples was successful, where
the detected dielectrics contained pseudo-biological materials, with an accuracy on the order of
millimeters. Finally, a biomedical diagnosis in the case of a rat lung is demonstrated by using the
experimental system. These results indicate that the proposed method may be usable for non-invasive
and low-risk biomedical diagnosis.

Keywords: spoof surface plasmon polariton (SSPP); metal hole arrays (MHA); electromagnetic
distortion; two-dimensional imaging

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic waves have huge potential for various applications such as wireless communication,
micro processing, and sensing, and as a result, they will become indispensable in our daily lives.
In recent years, millimeter waves or terahertz waves, with wavelengths shorter than microwaves and
longer than infrared, have been attracting considerable attention. One of the features of these waves is
their combination of high resolution and non-destructiveness. Therefore, a number of imaging methods
that use these waves have been reported [1–3]. However, since these waves generally propagate in
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straight lines and attenuate immediately in lossy media, such methods frequently encounter technical
issues due to the deterioration of information-carrying detection signals and their physical separation
due to multipath propagation. From a microscopic point of view, an electromagnetic wave includes
two components: electric and magnetic fields with their spatial distributions varying in time. This is
significantly different from other waves, like sonic waves, which can be interpreted in terms of
single-variable wave propagation.

When we impose specific boundary conditions on electromagnetic waves, there is a wave component
with a wavenumber vector that does not propagate spatially and concentrates around the boundaries
or interfaces with exponential attenuation. This phenomenon corresponds to an evanescent wave,
and in classical cases it has only been observed in the optical region [4]. In a microscopic view, when
the evanescent waves get close to a conductive plate, oscillations are excited in the free electrons in
the plate surface. This phenomenon is called a surface plasmon polariton (SPP) or simply, a surface
wave [5–8], and it has been used in applications such as biosensors, chemical sensors and field
enhancement in spectroscopy [9–11]. As described above, although an SPP can be excited only in the
optical region, a similar phenomenon, with the concentration and oscillation of electric fields on the
surface of a conductive plate, has also been confirmed at lower frequencies than optical bands. These
are called spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SSPP) [12–16], and are broadly considered to be a unique
phenomenon involving a metamaterial. One of the features of SSPPs that is not observed in other
propagating modes, is the concentration of its electric field at interfaces, so that it has the potential to
give us significant information about objects near such surfaces without complex signal processing.
The standard example of an SSPP structure is a metal hole array (MHA), which is a conductive plate
with periodic holes [17–20]. An MHA is considered to be a macroscopic effective medium in terms of
controlling relative permittivity by the structural parameters of its holes. Since its structure has only a
few parameters, an MHA is expected to serve as a ready-to-use functional and practical medium as
well as a readily available sample for experiments [21]. Therefore, many studies of SSPPs on MHAs
have been reported, although so far, they have focused on static properties as SSPP applications.

In this study, a two-dimensional imaging method using an MHA as a dynamic functional material
is proposed for permittivity imaging, mainly aimed at a non-invasive medical diagnostic. Specifically,
the proposed method uses the intentional formation of electromagnetic defects in the uniform electric
distributions of SSPPs on an MHA, where the defect is formed by scanning a metallic needle across the
surface of the MHA. Viewed another way, the proposed method is also a non-destructive diagnostic
method used as a dynamic dielectric sensor for an MHA, which is sensitive to the side opposite
the needle-scanned surface. Compared to other non-destructive diagnosis tools such as confocal
microscopy and near-field optical microscopy, an advantage of the proposed method is that the
electromagnetic properties of subsurface tissues can be measured because surface waves in millimeter
or terahertz wave bands have deeper skin penetration depths than those in optical frequency bands [22–24].
At present, the imaging of inner issues is typically achieved using a destructive method such as
CT (Computer Tomography) or some other high-cost technique such as MRI (Magnetic Resonance
Imaging). Actually, conventional imaging methods face difficulties arising from these issues [25–27].
Biomedical imaging based on the electromagnetic properties of biomedical tissues is considered to be
an effective method because the electromagnetic properties of a malignant tumor and normal breast
tissue are different [28].

In Section 2, the excitation mechanism of SSPPs on an MHA is described. In Section 3, the
numerical analysis of the electromagnetic properties of an MHA, such as transmittance and reflectance,
and the localized distortion of the electric fields of the SSPP mode around the MHA with a conductive
probe (a needle-like conductor) is demonstrated. In Section 4, we report one- and two-dimensional
imaging experiments including the experimental demonstration of biomedical diagnosis in the case of
a rat lung that apply the localized distortion mechanism, with the use of an MHA targeting conductive,
dielectric, and biomedical samples.
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2. The Basis of Spoof Surface Plasmon Generation

The SSPP phenomenon was discovered by Pendry et al. who also derived the theory of its
generation. Here, SSPP is used for imaging by detecting the local deformation of its propagation
modes. Therefore, in order to explain the proposed imaging method, we begin with the theoretical
derivation of SSPP generation as its basis. First of all, the mechanism of SSPP generation on an MHA is
explained. In order to describe SSPP generation on an MHA, the electromagnetic model of the process
is introduced. In this study, the MHA has holes whose size is the same order of magnitude as the
wavelengths of incident waves. The model is shown in Figure 1. In this model, the MHA is treated as a
uniform, effective medium with a frequency-based response to incident waves. As shown in Figure 1,
we consider that with the incidence of optimized millimeter waves, electric fields concentrate in and
around an MHA that has two-dimensional waveguide arrays (period d, cross section p × q, depth w,)
extended to infinity. It is assumed that the incident waves are TM-polarized optimal waves. Note
that the electric field-vector of the wave has only x- and z- components, and the magnetic field-vector
has only y-component in the situation. In the derivations, the coupling phenomenon between the
dispersion relation of the incident waves and the waveguide modes is considered. That is, the electric
fields are considered to be concentrated on the surface, and this distribution forms longitudinal waves.
Thus, the SSPP modes are generated on the MHA.

Figure 1. The theoretical model of the metal hole array (MHA) with TM incident waves. Region 1 is
the space above the MHA. Region 2 is the space in the holes of the MHA.

Before beginning the derivation of SSPP generation, the definitions of the electric and magnetic
properties in two regions are introduced. In Figure 1, Region 1 indicates the space on the upper side
of the MHA, and Region 2 indicates the space inside the holes of the MHA. Since Region 1 is filled
with vacuum, the permittivity and the permeability in Region 1 are ε0 and μ0 respectively. On the
other hand, as described above, since the MHA is presumed to be a macroscopically uniform medium,
the MHA has to have an effective relative permittivity of εm and a relative permeability μm that is
frequency dependent [12]. When electromagnetic waves whose frequency is below a cut-off frequency
are introduced to an MHA, waves are attenuated with fundamental mode [29]. Therefore, the electric
fields of incident waves are expressed as below.

Ex = E0 sin(
πy
a
) (1)

Note that in this manuscript, time oscillation terms are omitted for convenience of formulation if
necessary. Here, E0 is a constant value, and expression (1) indicates that Ex = 0 at the edges of the holes.
Therefore, the x-component and z-component of an incident wavevector kx and kz can be expressed as

kx =
π

a
(2)

kz =

√
(

π

a
)

2−ω2εhμhε0μ0 (3)
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where εh and μh are respectively, the relative permittivity and relative permeability in the holes of
the MHA. At this point, remembering the precondition that the MHA is a macroscopic medium and
has an effective relative permittivity, for example, when focused on a unit cell of the MHA (shown
in Figure 2), the macroscopic wave vector only has a component in the z-direction kz’ because the
waveguide mode occurs only in the holes and provides no propagation in the x- and y- directions.
From the above discussions, kz’ can be expressed as below.

k′z = k0
√

εxμy = k0
√

εmμm, k0 =
ω

c0
(4)

where c0 is the velocity of light in a vacuum. The wave number of kz’ and that of kz should be essentially
the same value, because the unit cell in Figure 2 has one waveguide and there is no propagation in the
conductive medium of the MHA. Therefore, the equation below is obtained by using the expression
kz = kz’.

ω

c0

√
εmμm =

√
(

π

a
)

2−ω2εhμhε0μ0 (5)

Figure 2. The unit cell of the MHA.

On the other hand, in the matching procedure at z = 0, the instantaneous flow of energy across the
surface has to be considered by treating the unit cell as both a microscopic and a macroscopic medium.
With the average electric fields of the unit cell regarded as a macroscopic medium

E0 = E0
a

d2

∫ b

0
sin(

πy
a
)dy =

2ab
πd2 E0 (6)

(E × H)z, mic =
−kzE0

2

ωμhμ0

a
d2

∫ b

0
sin2(

πy
a
)dy =

−kz

ωμhμ0
E0

2 ab
2d2 (7)

(E × H)z, mac =
−kzE0

2

ωμmμ0
(8)

Since the two expressions (7) and (8) for the instantaneous flow of energy across the surface must have
the same value, the equation (E × H)z, mic = (E × H)z, mac is always useful. With this equation and
expressions (5)–(8), the effective relative permittivity εm and relative permeability μm can be obtained
as below.

μm = μh
8ab

π2d2 (9)

εm =
π2d2

8ab
[1 − (

ωp

ω
)

2
], ωp =

πc√
εhμha

(10)

where ωp is a cutoff frequency, and εh is the relative permittivity and μh is the relative permeability in
the holes of the MHA. Expression (10) confirms that the effective relative permittivity of the MHA is
frequency dependent. Thus, the MHA can be treated as an electromagnetic functional material.

On the other hand, remembering the magnetic field of the incident waves, this can be also solved
by a wave equation for the value of Hy. Here, in discussing the generation of SSPPs in the MHA,
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we start by considering the magnetic field near the MHA. First, the wave equation for Hy is obtained
by considering the Maxwell equations.

(
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂z2 )Hy = −ω2εrμrε0μ0Hy (11)

where εr and μr are the relative permittivity and the relative permeability. With the precondition that
the TM wave is incident to the MHA, it is considered that if SSPPs occur on the surface of the MHA,
they must propagate along the x-direction. Also, since the incident magnetic field has the propagation
constants of x and z, the y component of the magnetic field vector Hy can be expressed thus,

Hy = h(z) exp
[

j(k||x − ωt)
]

(12)

where k|| is the wavenumber of an SSPP, and h(z) is the amplitude of the magnetic field, depending
only on the value of z. Substituting expression (12) into expression (11), the equation for h(z) is obtained.
It has the form

∂2

∂z2 h(z) = (k2
i −ω2εrμrε0μ0)h(z) (13)

where ki is the wavenumber of the magnetic field. In Region 1, k1 = (k||
2 − ω2ε0μ0)1/2, in Region 2,

k2 = (−ω2εmμmε0μ0)1/2. In Region 2, when regarding the MHA as a macroscopic medium, there is
no propagation of the EM waves in x-y directions, and k1 and k2 are required to have positive values.
Considering the solution of equation (13), as the value of |z| increases, the value of the amplitude h(z)
is supposed to decrease exponentially. From these assumptions, the relative equation obtained is:

At z < 0
h(z) = h1 exp(k1z) (14)

On the other hand, at z ≥ 0
h(z) = h2 exp(−k2z) (15)

When considering the boundary condition of the electromagnetic field and magnetic field between
Region 1 and Region 2 (at z = 0), the tangent components of the electric field and the magnetic field
in Region 1 and Region 2 must have the same value. This condition corresponds to the condition of
conventional surface plasmon generation, that is

k1= − k2

εm
, (h1 = h2) (16)

The above expression is often used to derive the dispersion relation of a surface plasmon. However,
expression (16) can also be used to derive the dispersion relation of the SSPP. By squaring expression (16)
and using expression (10) and the values of k1 and k2, the dispersion relation that is fundamental to
comprehending the results in this paper is obtained. That is,

k||2c2
0 = ω2 +

ω4

ωp2−ω2 (
8ab

π2d2 )
2

(17)

Note that the formula c2
0 = 1/ω2ε0μ0 is used when deriving expression (17). The above expression

is called the SSPP dispersion relation. The curve of the dispersion relation is shown in Figure 3. If an
angular frequency ω is close to the cutoff frequency ωp, the wavenumber k|| diverges to infinity.
In other words, the SSPP modes stop propagating then. On the other hand, as the value of ω approaches
zero, the dispersion relation curve comes close to a light line, although they do not cross each other,
as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, if an actual dispersion relation corresponds to this curve, SSPP
modes are not generated. However, since the MHA is a periodic structure, it has to be treated as a
two-dimensional crystal. Therefore, it should be considered that lattice scattering effects are occurring
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in the MHA. Here, introducing the reciprocal lattice of its structure, the definition of the wavenumber
k|| can be replaced as

k′ || = k|| − iGx − jGy,
∣∣∣Gx

∣∣∣=∣∣∣Gy

∣∣∣= π/d (18)

where Gx and Gy are the reciprocal lattice vectors in the x-direction and y-direction, respectively. So,
the dispersion relation of the MHA in infinite space is also replaced by one with the spatial periodicity
shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 confirms that there are intersection points between the actual dispersion
relation and a light line. Therefore, SSPPs are indeed generated in the MHA, especially when the
angular frequency ω is close to the cutoff frequency ωp. If the SSPPs are generated on the surface of
the incidence side of the MHA, the waves are also generated on the opposite side because the waves
transmitted through the waveguides of the MHA also couple with the SSPP mode in the same way as
with the incident waves. The important feature of an SSPP mode is the concentration of the electric
field on the MHA. Therefore, we focused on a modification of the concentrated electric fields for a
novel use as an imaging method.

Figure 3. The dispersion relation of spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SSPP).

 
Figure 4. The real dispersion relation of SSPP with lattice scattering effects.

3. Electromagnetic Numerical Analyses of The MHA and Electromagnetic Distortion

In Section 2, we overviewed the physical basis of SSPP propagation and its dispersion, which
showed that its frequencies are in fact caused and assured by the MHA. The concentration of its
fields around the propagation interface was also pointed out, leading to potential applications of
this propagation mode to 2D permittivity imaging that requires field uniformity over the area to
be surveyed. However, the SSPP itself cannot provide us with local information on its responses
to an electric field or permittivity, so in this section we confirm the effects of defect introduction on
SSPP propagation.
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Electromagnetic numerical analyses were performed to reconfirm the electromagnetic properties
of the MHA predicted in Section 2 and to specify the electromagnetic field distortion on the MHA
by a needle-like conductor. Figure 5 shows the analytical model using an electromagnetic simulator
(HFSS R18, Ansys, Canonsburg, PA, USA). In this simulation model, the MHA is made of copper and
its thickness is 2 mm. The size of the embedded waveguide is 2 mm × 1.5 mm and the period in both
the x- and y- directions is 3 mm. The coordinate notations used here correspond to those in Section 2.
Periodic boundary conditions applied to the sides of the model yield a hypothetical infinite area of
SSPP propagation, and the incident surface (underside, port 1) is on the side opposite the receiving
surface (topside, port 2) along the long side of the model, which explains the macroscopic wave
propagation; they are defined as a Floquet port. Assuming the dispersion relation shown in Figure 4
for the MHA, SSPP modes exhibit resonant frequencies in a range lower than the cutoff frequency.
To confirm this prediction, S-parameters (S11 and S21) are analyzed under the above conditions in our
numerical calculation, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 5. The MHA model for numerical analysis of the frequency characteristics of reflectance
and transmittance.

Figure 6. The frequency dependence of the reflectance of the MHA.

In Figures 6 and 7, the frequency spectrum of the transmission rate has peaks around 78.4 GHz
and 90.4 GHz. This indicates the existence of at least two resonant frequencies in the MHA. These two
resonances coincide with the intersection points of the dispersion relation of the SSPP and the light
line in Figure 4; at these frequencies, energy conversion from the mode in free space propagation to
the SSPP mode is smooth, thanks to good wave matching conditions. This phenomenon was termed
extraordinary transmission as one of the features of an MHA [17–21]. In other words, at 78.4 GHz
and 90.4 GHz, SSPP generation/propagation is possible where SSPP modes are able to uniformly
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concentrate electric fields on and in the vicinity of MHAs due to the multiple lattice scattering described
in Equation (18).

 
Figure 7. The frequency dependence of the transmittance of the MHA.

In this uniform 2D field, localized distortion is induced by inserting a needle-like conductor into a
hole of the MHA. Electric fields are distorted strongly at sharp conductive boundaries, a phenomenon
known as the near field effect [30], unlike wave propagation that includes a dispersion relation.
Such distorted electric fields decay spatially with a wavelength-order attenuation constant. For this
reason, another set of two analytical models (shown in Figure 8) was tested in our simulation runs.
One has the MHA equipped with a conductive probe, and the other has only the MHA with its
periodic 2D structure. That is, although the shape of both MHAs is the same as that in the model in
Figure 5, the model has 5 × 5 holes in order to observe the difference in electric field distributions
between case 1, insertion of a conductive probe in the MHA, and case 2, removal of the conductive
probe. Note that the model of a conductive probe is positioned in or near a center hole. The probe
has a cone shape, with a radius at the bottom plane of 0.5 mm and a height of 6 mm. Under these
conditions, by using the model as shown in Figure 8, the electric field distributions of the two cases
were monitored at 78.4 GHz, which is a candidate for the SSPP frequency near the resonant frequency
observed in Figure 6. The results of the distributions in the two cases and their numerical comparison
at z = +0.5 mm and −0.5 mm, are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. The two models for numerical analyses of the electric field distribution around the MHA.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. (a) The two electric field distributions around the MHA without (left) and with (right) a
conductive probe; (b) the numerical results of the two cases (z = +0.5, −0.5 mm), which is the difference
between the distributions with and without a conductive probe.

From Figure 9a, in the case on the left, electric fields are concentrated around the MHA, which is
unlike the electric fields of the waveguide mode because those fields are concentrated not around holes
but in holes. However, the results indicate that the fields are like compression waves, strongly affected
by existing holes. Since the distribution of the fields around the MHA is symmetrical in the y-z plane,
the electric-field distributions are partial components of an SSPP. This fact is consistent with a feature
of SSPPs in which the mode expands its field on the side opposite the incident side when the mode
is excited at an incident side. This result shows that the fields distribute by a coupling phenomenon
between the SSPP mode and transmission waves. On the other hand, in the case on the right, looking
at the electric distribution in the red circle, it was found that the electric field distributions are less
concentrated than the distributions at the same region in the case on the left, while field distributions of
the other holes in the case on the right are at the same level as those in the case on the left. These facts
indicate that the electric fields in the region with the red circle are locally distorted by a conductive
probe. Consequently, the results specifically show that localized electromagnetic distortions can be
generated by inserting a conductive probe in a hole of an MHA.
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From Figure 9b, as shown in the numerical results in the case of z = +0.5 mm in Figure 9a, it was
found that there are significant differences in the region around a conductive probe. This is because the
electric field distribution on the MHA is deformed by the insertion of a conductive probe, as displayed
in Figure 9a. On the other hand, from the numerical results in the case of z = −0.5 mm, it was found
that the difference between the two electric field distributions under the MHA is much smaller than
the one on the MHA. This might be explained by the suggestion that the field distributions around the
MHA are only distorted by a near-field effect. From these results, the differences in the two cases are
potentially sufficient to detect the information in the deformed distributions because in practice, these
differences are detected as signal intensities related to the square of the electric field.

The discussion above suggests that by taking the difference between the electric-field distributions
of the holes when a conductive probe is inserted, and when not, local signals in the limited vicinity of
each hole of the MHA can be obtained with detectable intensities and enhanced spatial resolution.

4. Two-Dimensional Imaging Experiments Using MHA and a Conductive Probe

In Section 3, the numerical results showed that an SSPP propagates in the MHA when electromagnetic
waves at optimal frequencies enter the plate, and that its propagation can be locally deformed by
a conductive metallic probe. To detect wave media information at the deformation point where
electromagnetic waves enter the MHA, scattered waves generated apart from reflected waves play
important roles in the frequency range, which includes the incidence of optimal waves. In the
experiments discussed in this section, we used scattered waves, which exhibit the characteristics of
local electromagnetic distribution [31]. Transmitter and receiver antennae, and a conductive probe are
the main diagnostic tools manipulated for signal detection.

We performed experiments on one- and two-dimensional imaging using an MHA with structural
parameters that were the same as those in the analytical model, and the MHA was equipped with a
scanning conductive probe. After the one-dimensional imaging experiments, two-dimensional imaging
experiments were performed using conductive and dielectric samples. Finally, we demonstrated a
biomedical diagnosis in the case of a rat lung by using the system. The experimental system is shown
in Figures 10–12, with a schematic view of the corresponding MHA and the conductive probe.

 
Figure 10. The experimental system for one- and two- dimensional imaging experiments.

As suggested by the above analyses, we searched for the most appropriate frequency for
electromagnetic-wave experiments in the optimal bands for SSPP propagation, by using
one-dimensional imaging experiments, which gave us simple and straightforward evidence as the
conductive probe scanned along one line. With the incidence of electromagnetic waves at 78–86 GHz
from a transmitter antenna into the structure shown in Figure 11, SSPPs form on the MHA and scattered
waves are emitted, partly at the reflection angle of 38 degree. For a specific diagnostic sequence, two
signals detected by a receiver antenna were recorded; in case 1: the conductive probe is inserted into
a hole of the MHA, and in case 2: the conductive probe is removed from the MHA. By repeating
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the process, the signals in case 1 and case 2 of all the used holes shown in Figure 13 were obtained.
Subtracting the signal of case 2 from that of case 1 for each hole, the differential signals of all the
holes create one signal data set with a spatial profile. The processes described above were conducted
for the following two series; for data set A; a sample (cylindrical aluminum stick, radius 1.6 mm,
height 110 mm) on the MHA and for data set B; the sample was removed from the MHA. Finally, the
one-dimensional imaging map was completed by subtracting the signals of data set A from those of
data set B. The sample, and the results as an example are shown in Figure 13.

 
Figure 11. MHA of the imaging experiments.

Figure 12. The conductive probe for localized electromagnetic distortion.

Figure 13. (a) The holes used for one-dimensional imaging; (b) the result of one-dimensional imaging
for incident waves of 78–86 GHz.

Figure 13 shows that the detected signals of a conductive sample obtained at x ~ 8 mm, which
corresponds to the location of the sample, are remarkable when electromagnetic waves in the frequency
range of 78–80 GHz and around 83 GHz are incident. It also indicated that other waves cannot detect
significant signals. Since the incident angle at each hole of the MHA differs slightly from the reflective
angle in the system, detection capacity might depend on the frequency of incident waves to some
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degree. For this reason, using a longer distance from the MHA to the transmitter and receiver antennas
may provide greater uniformity in SSPPs generated on the MHA. From the results shown in Figure 13,
we fixed the operation frequency at 83 GHz.

After the selection of the wave frequency based on the one-dimensional experiment, we performed
experiments for two-dimensional permittivity imaging. Three samples with different permittivity
values were provided, and we used them for two-dimensional imaging experiments, using an
experimental system similar to that shown in Figures 10–12. Similar to the one-dimensional imaging
experiments, the samples were set up on the MHA, and optimal signals were assured by executing
the process described above (two procedures for data sets A and B in which cases 1 and 2 are for
profiling). The samples included one conductive material, copper sticks, and a dielectric solid and
liquid, an alumina stick and DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide). The values of relative permittivity of alumina
and DMSO are 9.9 and 43 – j10.9, respectively, in the millimeter-wave band. DMSO works as a
biomaterial phantom in our experiment, since its permittivity is nearly equal to that of the human
body [32]. To contain the liquid DMSO in the setup, an acrylic capsule array was used as a supporting
experimental tool. Therefore, when comparing signals, in data set A the sample was on and in; in data
set B, the sample was removed from the MHA and an acrylic capsule array was set up in the same
position on the MHA in both cases. The results of the two-dimensional imaging experiments for these
three types of sample are shown in Figures 14–17.

Figure 14. Two-dimensional imaging of conductive samples (two copper sticks).

Figure 15. Two-dimensional imaging of conductive samples (four copper sticks).
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Figure 16. The two-dimensional imaging of dielectric samples (an alumina stick).

Figure 17. Two-dimensional imaging of dielectric samples (DMSO).

In Figures 14 and 15, although the positions of the detected signals are slightly different from
the actual positions of the samples, the existence of the conductive samples was clearly detectable
and related to their position. Also, in Figures 16 and 17, the results confirm the detection of dielectric
samples at almost their proper positions even when the positions of the samples varied, though DMSO
is a lossy material. These results show the effectiveness of the use of concentrated electric distributions
for permittivity signal detection in this scheme, which differs from conventional methods of signal
detection in the microwave band. Also, comparing the results of the conductive samples (Figures 14
and 15) to those of the dielectric samples (Figures 16 and 17), the positions of the detected signals of
the former are less accurate than those of the latter. Considering the fact that the electric distributions
of SSPPs are distorted to a greater extent by conductors than by dielectrics, the detection accuracy in
the latter case may be superior to that in the former case. Furthermore, Figures 14 and 15 suggest that
the detection accuracy for samples near corners is low in comparison with that of samples on inner
locations. Since, in these experiments, the MHA has a limited size and SSPPs on the MHA are reflected
at its corners, the electric distribution of SSPPs near corners tends to be non-uniform. Therefore, the
distributions in the vicinity of its corners are not stable, and the detection accuracy of samples on
corners tends to be low. By using an MHA with a larger number of holes, the detection capacity might
be sufficiently accurate for practical use. On the other hand, the maximum values of the detected
signal intensities of conductive samples are more intense than those of dielectric samples. In general,
electric fields are affected more by conductors than dielectrics because of the boundary condition on
the surface of conductors. Since DMSO has the large value of the imaginary part, it is consistent with
the fact that the average value of the detected signal intensities in the case of the alumina sample
was larger than that of DMSO. However, sufficient signal intensities were monitored in both cases for
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practical imaging, since the intensities satisfied the dynamic ranges of dB-order in the experiments.
The results in all the cases confirm that the proper signals are obtainable at a mm-order distance by
using the proposed method. This is an advantage over the conventional sensing method in which
lasers or other strong light sources are required in the optical range.

The above discussions support the feasibility of a biomedical diagnosis that uses the proposed
system. Finally, the result of the biomedical diagnosis in the case of a rat lung is reported. As shown in
Figure 18, the results confirm a detection of the sample in more than half of the area. Although there is
some slight signal misdetection, it shows that two-dimensional dialectic responses of the biomedical
sample can be obtained in the proposed system.

 
Figure 18. The result of biomedical diagnosis by using an MHA with rectangular holes (the size is
1.8 mm × 1.4 mm, the periods of each direction are 2.5 mm, 2 mm and the thickness is 2.3 mm) in the
case of a rat lung.

The above discussions and results indicate that the proposed method can be used for 2D imaging
of permittivity distribution, and may be useful for biomedical diagnosis after optimization as a medical
facility tool.

5. Conclusions

A 2D imaging method is proposed in this study, based on a meta-structure with a scanning
defect, using a metal hole array (MHA) and a conductive probe (a needle-like conductor) in the
millimeter-wave range. In order to validate the proposed method, a theoretical model of SSPP
generation on an MHA was introduced, numerical electromagnetic analyses of localized distortions of
the electric fields on and around the MHA were conducted, and one- and two-dimensional imaging
experiments using conductive and dialectic samples verified the theoretical predictions.

In Section 2, the dispersion relation of SSPPs in the case where the MHA has rectangular holes
with oblique incidence of sampling waves was derived, which indicated the physical phenomenon
of SSPP generation on an MHA. In Section 3, with the use of HFSS, the transmission and reflection
properties of an MHA were analyzed when millimeter waves were injected into the structure, and this
analysis implied that SSPP modes exist under the cut-off frequency in our MHA model. In addition,
the electromagnetic distributions around an MHA with an inserted conductive probe were compared
with those of an MHA without the probe, confirming the difference in the electric distributions
around the MHA in the two cases. Specifically, insertion of a conductive probe into an MHA can
be useful for localized electromagnetic distortion. In Section 4, using an MHA and a conductive
probe, a one-dimensional experiment was performed and confirmed the frequency dependency of
the detected signal intensity in the range of 78–86 GHz. This showed that a wave at 83 GHz can be
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monitored, producing the most intense level of detected signals. Then, two-dimensional imaging
experiments with conductive samples (copper sticks) and dielectric samples (an alumina stick and
DMSO (liquid)) were performed with the use of optimal waves at 83 GHz. Consequently, it was
confirmed that the proposed measurement system allows the detection of the positions of conductive
and dielectric samples by comparing the intensity levels of reflected signals with and without the
samples. Finally, we demonstrated a biomedical diagnosis in the case of a rat lung by using the system.
The result shows that although there is slight signal misdetection, two-dimensional dialectic responses
of the biomedical sample can be obtained using the proposed method. Therefore, the proposed method
has the potential for use in the two-dimensional imaging of permittivity distribution, such as in the
biomedical task of localized tumor detection.
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Abstract: A fractal absorber based on a metamaterial configuration is proposed for dual-frequency
operation within the UHF band. The miniaturization skills of the proposed fractal shape are used
to design a dual-band metamaterial absorber cell with reduced size (<λ/2 at the two operating
frequencies) and a very thin substrate thickness (�λ/100). A metamaterial absorber panel is realized
and experimentally validated. Good agreements between full-wave simulations and measurement
results are demonstrated.

Keywords: dual-band; fractals; microwave absorbers; UHF-RFID

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic absorbers are usually adopted to reduce unwanted reflections of an impinging
wave within a prescribed frequency band. Several types of electromagnetic absorbers have been
developed in literature [1–3] for various applications throughout the electromagnetic spectrum.
Among the above designs, metamaterial absorbers (MAs) have been proposed in Reference [2] as giving
small-volume and low-cost absorbing structures. They are composed of a set of periodic resonant
metallic patches on a grounded dielectric layer. MAs can be properly synthesized to perform ideal
absorption in the neighborhood of a given frequency. Since their first presentation [2], MAs have
been employed in various applications [3], such as electromagnetic interferences reduction, multi-path
mitigation of indoor RF-applications, and electromagnetic compatibility enhancement of electronics
devices. Recently, MAs have been also proposed to operate at low microwave frequencies, usually
requiring much more cumbersome absorption structures. In particular, some MA configurations have
been designed in References [4–8] to improve the robustness of RFID systems working in the Ultra
High Frequency (UHF) range.

In this paper, an ultra-thin fractal MA cell, first illustrated by the authors in Reference [9],
is presented for dual-band operation within the UHF range. Even if other dual-band/multi-band MA
configurations can be found in literature [10–17], this is the first example working at UHF frequencies.
Unlike other multi-band MAs [10–17], the proposed fractal MA-cell allows to achieve closer absorbing
peaks. Furthermore, the adopted single-layer structure offers reduced thickness (�λ/107) and very
small unit cells (�0.4λ), with λ being the free-space wavelength at the smaller resonant frequency.
In order to provide a preliminary experimental validation of the proposed absorber configuration, a MA
panel operating within the UHF-band is tested. Very low reflection coefficient values (≤−22 dB) are
detected, under normal incidence, at both operating frequencies, thus providing very high absorption
rates (≥99%) in dual-band operation.

2. Dual-Frequency Fractal Unit Cell

The dual-band MA structure proposed in this paper is illustrated in Figure 1, where the black
fill part is a conductor (35 μm-thick copper). It consists of fractal cells periodically distributed and
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printed on a thin grounded dielectric layer (Figure 1). The MA-unit cell is composed of two alternately
arranged couple of Minkowski patches (Figure 1), each one synthesized to work in the neighborhood of
a specific resonant frequency. The proposed MA structure is backed by a metallic sheet (i.e., the ground
plane in Figure 1). For this reason, there is no transmission through the absorber panel, so we only
need the MA reflection response (Γ) to correctly compute the absorption (i.e., A = 1 − |Γ|2) of the
proposed structure.

Figure 1. Fractal metamaterial absorber: dual-band unit cell.

The Minkowski fractal geometry, yet proposed by the authors in Reference [7] for designing a
single-frequency UHF MA-cell, is composed by a starting L × L square element, which is properly
changed by eliminating a smaller SL × SL square from the center of its sides. S is the scaling factor,
varying from 0 up to 1/3.

The above fractal configuration allows to host an electrically longer resonator into a smaller unit
cell [18,19], thus offering very appealing miniaturization skills. As a matter of the fact, the combined
use of a smaller patch length L and a greater S-value allows to move down the patch resonance
frequency, f 0. This last parameter, in fact, is inversely proportional to the effective side length Leff of
the patch (i.e., f 0 ~ 1/Leff), which is approximately equal to Leff = (1 + 2S) L [8]. So, the longer the
effective fractal side is, the smaller the resonant frequency will be. Furthermore, in order to realize
the perfect absorption condition at the desired resonant frequency f 0, both degrees of freedom of
the adopted Minkowski shape, i.e., the length L and the inset size SL, can be exploited. In other
words, the fractal sizes must be chosen to match the MA unit cell impedance, Zcell, with the free-space

impedance ξ0 = 377 Ω, in correspondence of the design frequency f 0 (i.e., |Γ(f 0)| =
∣∣∣∣ Zcell( f0) − ξ0
Zcell( f0) + ξ0

∣∣∣∣ � 0,
with Γ the reflection coefficient of the unit cell, see Figure 2a).

As demonstrated in the following, the proposed two-degree-of-freedom design technique
simplifies the synthesis of a perfect MA-cell, giving simultaneous absorption and resonance conditions
at the desired frequency, by tuning both fractal parameters L and S. Furthermore, the proposed
geometry can be easily scaled to operate at different frequencies.

A test case demonstrating the above considerations is illustrated in Figure 2a. It represents the
simulated reflection coefficient of a set of 868 MHz fractal MA cells, with progressively reduced sizes
D, ranging from 0.3λ down to 0.15λ, with λ being the free-space wavelength. A commercial full-wave
code is adopted (i.e., Ansoft Designer) by imposing the infinite periodic array boundary conditions.

Results reported in Figure 2 show that a proper tuning of parameters L and S is able to guarantee an
ideal absorption condition in all considered cases (i.e., |Γ(f 0)| � 0, namely A(f 0) > 99% at f 0 = 868 MHz,
with A(f ) = 1 − |Γ(f )|2). In fact, even if the use of cell size D of reduced dimension forces smaller patch
lengths L (Figure 2a), the use of greater values for the scaling parameter S allows to have a patch with
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an increased electrical length, thus giving a downshift of the resonance condition with respect to the
desired working frequency f 0 = 868MHz (Figure 2a). From a physical point of view, the above behavior
can be justified by the fact that the current path on the fractal patch is bent in correspondence of the
inset SL (see Figure 3), thus the actual resonance length of the patch results to be lengthened by the
SL notch.

 

Figure 2. Reflection coefficient and unit cell input impedance vs. frequency for different cell sizes D:
(a) fractal-based cell; (b) square-based cell.

Figure 3. Current on the patch surface @ 868 MHz (D = 0.2λ – L = 60.9 mm, S = 0.257).

For the above reasons, the adopted fractal geometry allows to design more compact unit cells:
for the examples depicted in Figure 2, a size reduction of about 63% is achieved with respect to the
conventional square-shaped MA cell, printed on the same substrate (see Figure 2b).

Moreover, Figure 2b illustrates how the reflection coefficient Γ(f 0) of the unit cell relative to
the square-shaped MAs increases when a smaller unit cell size D is considered, thus leading to a
nonoptimal absorption. This behavior is due to the fact that the synthesis of a square-based MA-cell is
based on the use of only one degree of freedom, i.e., the patch length L that is commonly chosen to fix
the unit-cell resonance at the design frequency f 0. No degree of control over the unit cell impedance is
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available, which instead depends on the following preset parameters: the unit cell size D, the resonant
patch dimension L, and the substrate features (i.e., thickness, dielectric constant, loss tangent). As a
matter of the fact, in the case of the square-based cells depicted in Figure 2b, the use of a smaller array
grid spacing leads to a larger resonant input impedance value (i.e., Re(Zcell)), mainly due to the higher
capacitive coupling between adjacent patches [8,20] that causes a progressively mismatching and a
consequent reduction of MA absorption abilities (Figure 2b).

The above miniaturization capabilities are exploited in this paper to realize a dual-band feature by
simply including two couples of fractal resonators in the same cell. The design process of the proposed
dual-band cell follows the design rules described in Reference [8] for the case of a single resonant MA.
Each fractal patch is synthesized to realize and ideal absorption, i.e., to have a matching condition
between the impedances relative to the MA cell and that of free space [8] at the design frequencies f 1

and f 2 (i.e., |Γ(f 1)| � |Γ(f 2)| � 0).
A MA unit cell, printed on a FR4 substrate (εr = 4.2, tanδ = 0.015, h = 3.2 mm), is designed

by adopting the layout depicted in Figure 1. A commercially available full-wave code, based on
the infinite array condition, is applied, with an assumed normal incident plane wave (θinc = 0◦).
As demonstrated in Figure 4 (computed reflection coefficient of the cell), two reflection nulls are
achieved (i.e., |Γ(f 1)| � −22 dB, |Γ(f 2)| � −33 dB) at the following UHF-frequencies: f 1 = 878 MHz and
f 2 = 956 MHz. The above nulls correspond to a pair of absorption peaks, A(f 1) and A(f 2), greater than
99%. The synthesized MA cell is characterized by the following dimensions: (L1, S1) = (64.2 mm, 0.245),
(L2, S2) = (68 mm, 0.155), D � 0.4λ, where λ is the free space wavelength at the lower frequency f 1. As a
further analysis, good angular stability is demonstrated for both TE (Figure 4a) and TM (Figure 4b)
polarizations up to θinc = 60◦. To this end, the reflection coefficients vs. frequency are computed for
different incidence angles θinc.

Figure 4. Reflection coefficient vs. frequency of the synthesized dual-band metamaterial absorber
(MA) cell for different incidence angles (εr = 4.2, tanδ = 0.015 and h = 3.2 mm–D � 0.4λ @ f 1):
(a) TE-polarization (b) TM-polarization.
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Figure 4 shows a little frequency shift in correspondence of the first resonance, in the case of
a TM polarization. Moreover, a reflection amplitude ranging from −34 dB up to −14 dB, at f 1 (i.e.,
A(f 1) ≥ 96%), and from −32 dB up to −10.2 dB, at f 2 (i.e., A(f 2) ≥ 90.5%), is achieved for a TE polarized
incident plane wave (Figure 4a). On the other hand, a reflection coefficient ranging from −25 dB up to
−22 dB, at f 1 (i.e., A(f 1) ≥ 99.4%), and from −33 dB up to −15.3 dB, at f 2 (i.e., A(f 2) ≥ 97%), is obtained
for the TM polarization (Figure 4b). As demonstrated in Reference [20], the angular stability of MA
panels mainly depends on their thickness. In particular, the use of a very thin dielectric substrate, as in
the case of the proposed MA configuration, is able to reduce the incidence angle effect [20].

In conclusion, the proposed fractal MA-cell offers reduced thickness (�λ/100) and small unit cells
(�0.4λ) at both operating frequencies, with respect to the most existing dual-band MA configurations
(see Table 1). Moreover, it allows to achieve very close absorbing peaks by virtue of combining two
distinct pairs of resonators both characterized by two degrees of freedom (i.e., the fractal sizes (Li, Si)
−i = 1, 2, see Figure 1). In fact, the latter can be specifically tuned to obtain very close resonance
lengths (i.e., Leff

i = (1 + 2Si) Li, i = 1, 2, see Figure 1), namely very close resonant frequencies (fi ~ 1/Leff
i ),

assuring at the same time perfect absorption at both resonant frequencies. A quick demonstration of
the above statements is reported in Figure 5, showing the design of a MA cell with closer absorption
peaks. In particular, the 1st absorption frequency is fixed to the value f 1 = 880 MHz, while the 2nd
absorption frequency is shifted down from 970 MHz to 925 MHz, by changing both parameters L2

and S2 in order to increase the effective length Leff
2 , thus guaranteeing at the same time a well matched

impendence, namely a good absorptivity (i.e., Γ(f 2) ≤ −25 dB⇒ A(f 2) ≥ −99.6%).

Table 1. Comparison with previously proposed dual-band MAs.

Configuration f1 (GHz) f2 (GHz) Cell Periodicity Thickness

Present work 0.878 0.956 �0.4λ1 (0.44λ2) λ1/107 (λ2/98)
[10] 17 18 �0.5λ1 (0.54λ2) λ1/44 (λ2/42)
[11] 11.15 16 �0.45λ1 (0.64λ2) λ1/54 (λ2/38)
[12] 5.6 6 �0.38λ1 (0.4λ2) λ1/36 (λ2/33)
[13] 4.42 5.62 �0.44λ1 (0.56λ2) λ1/42 (λ2/33)

 

Figure 5. Reflection coefficient vs. frequency of a synthesized dual-band MA for different (L2, S2)-values
(εr = 4.2, tanδ = 0.015 and h = 3.2 mm–D � 0.4λ @ f 1).

3. Experimental Validation

To perform a preliminary experimental validation of the proposed dual-band configuration,
a 125 mm × 125 mm absorber panel, composed by 18 × 18 fractal elements, is realized and tested in the
anechoic chamber of the Microwave Laboratory of the University of Calabria, which is equipped for
both near-field and far-field measurements [21,22]. For the specific application, a far-field experimental
setup (Figure 6), including a transmitting and a receiving broadband horn antennas, is adopted to
measure the reflection coefficient of the absorbing panel. Both horn antennas, connected to a vector
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network analyzer (VNA), are placed at a distance X from the panel satisfying the far-field condition
(i.e., X > 2D2/λ0, where D is the diagonal length of the horn antennas). The horns are rotated on their
own axis in order to measure the panel reflection coefficient, for incident signals in both TE and TM
polarization. The reflection coefficient of the MA panel (Figure 7) is measured under normal incidence
(i.e., θinc � 0◦). An absorptivity greater than 96% and 99.4% is demonstrated at the frequencies f 1 and
f 2, respectively, for both polarizations (Figure 7). Furthermore, a very good agreement is achieved
between experimental and simulation data (Figure 7), thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the
proposed dual-band fractal MA to realize perfect absorption. Finally, very low sensitivity to the angular
variation of the incident wave is experimentally checked for both TE and TM polarizations (Figure 7).

 

Figure 6. Free-space measurement setup with a particular of the fabricated MA absorber.

 

Figure 7. Comparison between measured and simulated reflection coefficients vs. frequency:
(a) TE-polarization; (b) TM-polarization.

4. Conclusions

The compactness capabilities of fractal geometries have been considered in this paper to design
a dual-band microwave absorber operating within the UHF band. Very high absorption peaks
(>99%) have been simulated in the neighborhood of the desired working frequencies (i.e., 878 MHz
and 956 MHz). A fractal MA panel has been prototyped and experimentally validated, confirming
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the capabilities of the proposed configuration in realizing the perfect absorption condition under
the dual-frequency modality, thus saving thickness and size as compared to standard microwave
absorbing configurations.
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Abstract: An analytical model for metamaterial differential transmission lines (MTM-DTLs) with
a corrugated ground-plane electromagnetic bandgap (CGP-EBG) structure in high-speed printed
circuit boards is proposed. The proposed model aims to efficiently and accurately predict the
suppression of common-mode noise and differential signal transmission characteristics. Analytical
expressions for the four-port impedance matrix of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL are derived using
coupled-line theory and a segmentation method. Converting the impedance matrix into mixed-mode
scattering parameters enables obtaining common-mode noise suppression and differential signal
transmission characteristics. The comprehensive evaluations of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL using the
proposed analytical model are also reported, which is validated by comparing mixed-mode scattering
parameters Scc21 and Sdd21 with those obtained from full-wave simulations and measurements.
The proposed analytical model provides a drastic reduction of computation time and accurate results
compared to full-wave simulation.

Keywords: common-mode noise; corrugated ground plane; differential signaling; electromagnetic
bandgap; metamaterial; stepped impedance

1. Introduction

In high-speed printed circuit boards (PCBs) for digital communication systems, such as USB,
HDMI, and PCI-Express technologies, electromagnetic interference during data transmission is a
serious problem because the data rate of digital interfaces and the switching speed of processors
continuously increase, but the voltage level continuously decreases. In recent high-speed PCB designs,
simultaneous switching output noise in power delivery networks and near-field coupling noise
in high-speed transmission lines notably undermine digital data transmission. To mitigate the
electromagnetic interference effects, differential signaling is usually adopted. Given its balanced
transmission, differential signaling is tolerant to both simultaneous switching output noise and
near-field coupling noise. Hence, differential signaling is being increasingly adopted in high-speed
PCBs by implementing a scheme using three conductor systems, namely positive signal line, negative
signal line, and ground plane. Maintaining symmetry of those signal lines over the ground plane
in high-speed PCBs is critical, because the noise robustness of differential signaling depends on the
balanced scheme. However, it is difficult to prevent asymmetries in practical PCB designs. For instance,
the unbalanced structures of meander delay lines, ball–grid–array escape routing, and asymmetric
ground via configurations frequently occur during the practical design of high-speed PCBs. Moreover,
current-strength mismatch of output driver circuits and trace-length mismatch in cables lead to
unbalance in the differential scheme even if the PCB is symmetrical. Consequently, imbalance in
differential signaling is inevitable in practical PCBs.
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Unbalanced differential lines result in severe common-mode (CM) noise generation in high-speed
PCBs [1–4]. Specifically, skewed signals in unbalanced differential lines generate wideband CM
noise with high-order harmonics in the range of gigahertz and related electromagnetic interference
problems. For intra-system electromagnetic interference, CM noise coupled to power delivery networks
degrades the noise margin and timing budget of circuits mounted on the same board. Additionally,
serious radio-frequency interference is produced when the CM noise flows into cables attached to PCBs.
A practical example of radio-frequency interference induced by CM noise is presented in Reference [5],
where experimental results show severe interference between a USB device and a 2.4-GHz wireless
LAN device. Hence, CM noise caused by unbalanced differential structures should be mitigated in
high-speed PCBs.

To suppress wideband and high-frequency CM noise in high-speed PCBs, metamaterial
(MTM)-based techniques were proposed [6–11]. In Reference [6], differential transmission lines (DTLs),
using a mushroom-type electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure with LTCC process technology,
are presented. This type of EBG structure provides a wide stopband for even-mode propagation
to suppress CM noise flowing along the differential lines, and the passband characteristics of
odd-mode propagation ensure good differential-signal integrity during transmission. Then, CM noise
suppression is predicted using dispersion analysis based on a lumped circuit model assuming a
periodic structure, but prediction for differential signal transmission is not provided. In Reference [7],
a complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) is employed to suppress CM noise of differential lines in
high-speed PCBs. The CSRR etched in a ground plane forms an LC resonator to prevent even-mode
propagation and behaves as an LC ladder network for odd-mode propagation. To predict selective
CM noise suppression, a dispersion relationship is established from a lumped circuit model. However,
the differential transmission characteristics are not estimated before performing full-wave simulations
and measurements. As reported in References [8–11], a stepped impedance resonator is favorable
for MTM-DTLs. In Reference [8], a stepped impedance resonator is implemented using various sizes
for planar patches. A large patch and a narrow branch correspond to low and high characteristic
impedances, respectively. CM noise suppression and differential signal quality are examined through
full-wave simulations and experiments. In Reference [9], dual-type transmission lines are proposed
to realize an MTM-DTLs. Impedance variations are implemented by alternating microstrip and strip
lines, and a dispersion equation based on a periodic condition is derived, but it only predicts CM
noise suppression. In References [10,11], a technique with ground planes vertically distributed in
PCBs is proposed. The stepped impedance for odd-mode propagation is realized by variations of the
vertical distances from differential lines to ground planes, representing a corrugated ground-plane
electromagnetic bandgap (CGP-EBG) structure. Dispersion equations for odd-mode propagation are
extracted to predict CM noise suppression only.

Therefore, recent research mainly focused on MTM-DTLs for CM noise suppression.
It demonstrated wideband and high-frequency CM noise suppression with good differential signal
integrity, simple implementation, and rigorous analysis based on dispersion relations. The key idea
behind the development of MTM-DTLs is to provide structures handling different characteristics
in the propagation modes of CM noise and differential-mode (DM) signal. To efficiently design
and optimize MTM-DTLs, predicting and examining CM and DM characteristics of MTM-DTLs
before their fabrication is needed. Although electromagnetic full-wave simulations can be employed,
their prediction is computationally intensive in time and resources, thus being unsuitable for rapid
design, testing, and prototyping of MTM-DTLs.

To overcome this problem, dispersion analysis with Floquet theory was adopted to estimate CM
noise suppression. However, this analysis is limited to periodic structures, hindering the estimation
of noise suppression characteristics when MTM-DTLs include a finite and small number of unit
cells (UCs). Moreover, the periodicity of an MTM-DTL is not ensured in practical PCB applications.
Likewise, dispersion analysis does not allow to accurately predict the suppression level, as its results
only indicate whether a sufficient suppression will be provided in a stopband without retrieving
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a quantitative prediction. In addition, CM noise suppression characteristics in regions outside the
stopband are not obtained, despite this information being critical in certain MTM-DTL applications.
Moreover, the DM propagation associated with differential signaling characteristics was not estimated
with a fast and simple approach in previous works. In Reference [12], the analytical method for
the EBG structure employed in power delivery networks is presented. However, it is difficult to
apply the method to DTLs because the segment model and recombined Z-parameter are limited to
power delivery networks. Consequently, an efficient and accurate method to predict both CM noise
and differential signaling characteristics of MTM-DTLs is still required for practical research and
development of high-speed PCBs.

In this paper, an analytical model focusing on the MTM-DTL using a CGP-EBG structure is
presented. In previous research [11], the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL was not fully characterized due
to a limited method of CM noise prediction and a lack of estimation of differential transmission
characteristics. Therefore, the research of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL is extended by proposing an
analytical model that efficiently provides rapid and accurate results for a nonperiodic array of
CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs. The contribution of this paper is developing and verifying the analytical
model, which simultaneously and quantitatively estimates the CM and DM propagation characteristics
for the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL with a finite number of UCs.

2. Analytical Model of CGP-EBG MTM-DTL

2.1. Description of CGP-EBG MTM-DTL

In this section, a CGP-EBG MTM-DTL is briefly described, and the method for its analytical
modeling is developed. Figure 1 shows a UC with its geometric parameters and the top and side
views of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL with a finite array size (three UCs). This CGP-EBG technique
forms a stepped impedance resonator for even-mode propagation associated with CM noise and a
constant impedance for odd-mode propagation associated with differential signal transmission by
using the original distribution of ground planes. Basically, the characteristic impedances for odd- (Zoo)
and even-mode (Zoe) propagations are determined by combining various geometric parameters of
signal lines and ground plane. However, the CGP-EBG technique retrieves the desired Zoe and Zoo by
only adjusting the vertical distance between signal lines and ground plane. The specific arrangement
of ground patches, which are distributed in the different layers, provides varying Zoe but the same
Zoo given in References [10,11]. The vertical distribution of ground planes efficiently achieves the
decomposition of CM noise and differential signal propagation. The bandgap characteristics of the
periodic CGP-EBG MTM-DTL were analyzed in References [10,11].

As shown in Figure 1, the UC of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL consists of three parts, namely two
DTLs with low Zoe (LZ-DTL) and length dL/2, and one DTL with high Zoe (HZ-DTL) and length
dH. The vertical distance hL between signal transmission lines and a ground patch for LZ-DTL is
relatively short compared to hH of HZ-DTL for obtaining low Zoe for LZ-DTL and high Zoe for HZ-DTL.
Those ground planes are connected using plated-through-hole or blind vias for DC continuity. The via
is separated from the center of the differential line by distance Sv.

2.2. Analytical Model

The proposed model is based on an analytical expression for the impedance matrix (Z-matrix) of
LZ- and HZ-DTLs and a segmentation method for recombining the Z-matrices. The procedure of the
proposed method mainly consists of two steps, namely segment modeling and segment recombination,
as illustrated in Figure 2. During segment modeling, analytical expressions for the Z-parameters of
HZ- and LZ-DTLs are extracted using coupled-line theory. Moreover, an analytical model of the via,
which is used for reference plane transition between HZ- and LZ-DTLs, is derived.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a metamaterial differential transmission line (MTM-DTL) using a corrugated
ground-plane electromagnetic bandgap (CGP-EBG) structure.

Figure 2. Procedure of proposed analytical method for predicting common-mode (CM) noise
suppression and differential signal transmission of CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs.

The Z-parameters of the HZ- and LZ-DTLs are extracted using microwave theory for the four-port
parallel-coupled lines that are represented in Figure 3a. The coupled line can be characterized by
characteristic impedances of even and odd modes, a propagation constant, and a line length. In the
parallel-coupled line for the HZ- and LZ-DTLs, the odd- and even-mode characteristic impedances
at the i-th segment for recombination are denoted as Zoo(i) and Zoe(i), respectively, whereas the
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propagation constant and length are denoted as βi and di, respectively. The voltage–current relationship
for the parallel-coupled line of the i-th segment is given by

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

V1,seg(i)
V2,seg(i)
V3,seg(i)
V4,seg(i)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

Z11,seg(i) Z12,seg(i) Z13,seg(i) Z14,seg(i)
Z21,seg(i) Z22,seg(i) Z23,seg(i) Z24,seg(i)
Z31,seg(i) Z32,seg(i) Z33,seg(i) Z34,seg(i)
Z41,seg(i) Z42,seg(i) Z43,seg(i) Z44,seg(i)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

I1,seg(i)
I2,seg(i)
I3,seg(i)
I4,seg(i)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ (1)

where
Z11,seg(i) = Z11,seg(i) = Z11,seg(i) = Z11,seg(i) = −j/2

(
Zoe(i) + Zoo(i)

)
cot(βidi), (2a)

Z12,seg(i) = Z21,seg(i) = Z34,seg(i) = Z43,seg(i) = −j/2
(

Zoe(i) − Zoo(i)

)
cot(βidi), (2b)

Z13,seg(i) = Z31,seg(i) = Z24,seg(i) = Z42,seg(i) = −j/2
(

Zoe(i) − Zoo(i)

)
csc(βidi), (2c)

Z14,seg(i) = Z41,seg(i) = Z23,seg(i) = Z32,seg(i) = −j/2
(

Zoe(i) + Zoo(i)

)
csc(βidi). (2d)

The analytical expressions for the Z-parameter of the i-th segment in Equation (2) are obtained
from References [13,14]. The Z-parameter of the HZ- and LZ-DTLs are extracted by letting
(Zoe(i) = Zoe,H, Zoo(i) = Zoo,H) and (Zoe(i) = Zoe,L, Zoo(i) = Zoo,L), respectively. The analytical expressions
for the HZ- and LZ-DTLs at the i-th segment are obtained from Equations (2a)–(2d).

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Coupled line and (b) impedance parameter expression for a segment of CGP-EBG
MTM-DTLs.

The physical transition from the HZ-DTL to the LZ-DTL is modeled to capture its inductive effect
on return current. In particular, the return path for even-mode propagation is considered because the
physical transition mainly contributes this propagation, as described in Reference [11]. The return path
effect can be modeled as an effective partial inductance determined by the via diameter and length,
the pitch between the via and the center of the signal transmission line, and the number of vias. In the
proposed analytical method, only the via diameter and length are considered because they are the
major parameters determining the effective inductance for the transitions. The inductive effect of the
physical transition is analytically expressed as

Lv =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

μ0
hv
2π

[
ln

(
2hv

r +

√
1 +

(
2hv

r

)2
)
−
√

1 +
(

2hv
r

)−2
+
(

2hv
r

)−1
+ 1

4

]
for even mode,

0 for odd mode,
(3)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, and hv and r are the via length and radius, respectively,
with hv = hH − hL. The analytical expression for the via inductance in Equation (3) is extracted from
Reference [15].

Next, segment recombination for the proposed model is applied. In this step, a technique is
presented for merging the Z-matrices of HZ- and LZ-DTLs connected to each other through a via
inductance to obtain the Z-matrix of a finite array of CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs. Segment recombination
consists of three parts, namely derivation of recombined Z-matrix, iterative recombination,
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and parameter conversion. To extract the recombined Z-matrix, the block diagram of the segmentation
method is illustrated in Figure 4. Two segments are connected through via inductances. For the sake
of generality, the segments are denoted as the i-th and (i + 1)-th segments. Each segment includes
four ports, P1_seg to P4_seg. The Z-parameters of the segments are Zseg(i) and Zseg(i+1). Port P3_seg of
the i-th segment is connected to port P1_seg of the (i + 1)-th segment through the via with inductance
Lv. Similarly, the other ports are connected through the via. Then, the recombined segment is
conformed of Z-parameter and ports represented as Zrec(i), P1_rec(i), P2_rec(i), P3_rec(i), and P4_rec(i).
Ports P1_rec(i) and P2_rec(i) of the recombined segment are associated with ports P1_seg(i) and P2_seg(i) of
the i-th segment, whereas ports P3_rec and P4_rec of the recombined segment are associated with ports
P1_seg(i+1) and P2_seg(i+1) of the (i + 1)-th segment. Using the segmentation method in Reference [16],
recombined matrix Zrec(i) is extracted in terms of Zseg(i), Zseg(i+1), and Lv with operator ⊕ representing
Z-parameter recombination.

Zrec(i) = Zseg(i) ⊕ Zvia ⊕ Zseg(i+1)

= Zpp +
(
Zpq − Zpr

)(
Zqq − Zqr − Zrq + Zrr + Zvia

)−1(Zrp − Zqp
)
,

(4)

where

Zpp =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

Z11,seg(i) Z12,seg(i) 0 0
Z21,seg(i) Z22,seg(i) 0 0

0 0 Z33,seg(i+1) Z34,seg(i+1)
0 0 Z43,seg(i+1) Z44,seg(i+1)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠, (5a)

Zpq =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

Z13,seg(i) Z14,seg(i)
Z23,seg(i) Z24,seg(i)

0 0
0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠, (5b)

Zpr =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0
0 0

Z31,seg(i+1) Z32,seg(i+1)0
Z41,seg(i+1) Z42,seg(i+1)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠, (5c)

Zqq =

(
Z33,seg(i) Z34,seg(i)
Z43,seg(i) Z44,seg(i)

)
, (5d)

Zqr = Zrq =

(
0 0
0 0

)
, (5e)

Zrr =

(
Z11,seg(i+1) Z12,seg(i+1)
Z21,seg(i+1) Z22,seg(i+1)

)
, (5f)

Zvia =

(
jωLv 0

0 jωLv

)
, (5g)

Zrp =

(
0 0 Z13,seg(i+1) Z14,seg(i+1)
0 0 Z23,seg(i+1) Z24,seg(i+1)

)
, (5h)

Zqp =

(
Z31,seg(i) Z32,seg(i) 0 0
Z41,seg(i) Z42,seg(i) 0 0

)
. (5i)
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Figure 4. Block diagram to derive recombined Z-parameter using segmentation method.

In the next part, recombination of the Z-parameter is iteratively applied. Suppose that a CGP-EBG
MTM-DTL containing N UCs is given. The original problem of the MTM-DTL is replaced with
subdomain problems constituting the N UCs further divided into HZ-DTLs, LZ-DTLs, and via
transitions. The solutions of the subdomains are obtained using the expressions in Equations (1)–(3).
Applying the recombined Z-parameter method iteratively, the subdomain solutions are updated to
finally obtain the Z-parameter of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs with N UCs as

Zrec(1) = ZDTL(Zoe,L, Zoo, dL/2)⊕ Zvia ⊕ ZDTL(Zoe,H, Zoo, dH), (6a)

Zrec(2) = Zrec(1) ⊕ Zvia ⊕ ZDTL(Zoe,L, Zoo, dL), (6b)

Zrec(2(N−1)) = Zrec(2(N−1)−1) ⊕ Zvia ⊕ ZDTL(Zoe,H, Zoo, dH), (6c)

ZMTM−DTL = Zrec(2(N−1)+1) ⊕ Zvia ⊕ ZDTL

(
Zoe,L, Zoo,

dL

2

)
, (6d)

where ZDTL(Zoe,L, Zoo, dL/2) denotes a four-port Z-parameter of the LZ-DTL with the length being
half of dL. The first and last segments of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL, presented herein, are supposed to
be the LZ-DTLs with length dL/2. Still, note that the proposed analytical model for the MTM DTL
is not limited to this configuration. From the four-port Z-parameter of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL,
the S-parameter is given as

SMTM−DTL = (ZMTM−DTL + Z0E)−1(ZMTM−DTL − Z0E), (7)

where Z0 is the reference characteristic impedance, commonly taken as 50 Ω, and E is the identity
matrix. The CM and differential characteristics are finally obtained using mixed-mode S-parameter
theory [17]. Only the analytical expressions for Scc21 and Sdd21 are presented due to the focus on CM
noise suppression and differential transmission characteristics.

Scc21 =
1
2
(S31,MTM−DTL + S41,MTM−DTL + S32,MTM−DTL + S42,MTM−DTL), (8)

Sdd21 =
1
2
(S31,MTM−DTL − S41,MTM−DTL − S32,MTM−DTL + S42,MTM−DTL). (9)

3. Results

To verify the proposed analytical model of CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs, it is compared to full-wave
simulations based on the finite element method (FEM) [18] and measurements. Comprehensive
validations were performed considering various cases. Firstly, the CM characteristics of the CGP-EBG
MTM-DTLs between the proposed model and full-wave simulations are compared. For the full-wave
simulation model, geometrical parameters dH, hH, dL, hL, w, s, wG, and sv are set to 10, 1.0, 10, 0.08,
0.1, 0.1, 10, and 1.3 mm, respectively. The values were determined considering a commercial PCB
process. FR-4 and copper (35 μm thick) were used as a dielectric material and conductor, respectively.
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The physical dimensions of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL present Zoe,H, Zoo,H, Zoe,L, and Zoo,L of 218, 66.3,
66, and 52 Ω, respectively. The dimensions and parameters for this validation are listed in Table 1.

The FEM simulation model for the CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs including three unit cells and their
mesh generation result are shown in Figure 5. The waveguide ports are adopted for the excitation
of the CM and DM waves at ports 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the differential signal lines. The perfect magnetic
conductor and radiation boundaries are assigned at the sides and top of the vacuum box, which is
shown as a red box in the Figure 5a. The dielectric constant and loss tangent of FR-4 are 4.4 and 0.02,
respectively. The via in the FEM model is modeled using a polyhedron with 12 segments. Its radius
and height are 0.2 and 0.9 mm, respectively. The meshes are generated with the solution frequency of
10 GHz, which is the maximum frequency of interest. As can be seen in Figure 5b, most meshes are
placed in differential signal lines and ground plane transition.

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Finite element method (FEM) simulation model, and (b) mesh generation result of
CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs with three unit cells.

Figure 6 depicts the eight curves of parameter Scc21 from the CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs considering
one to four UCs, using the proposed analytical model (solid lines) and full-wave simulations (dashed
lines). The proposed model suitably agrees with the full-wave simulations in the four cases. From the
proposed model, the minimum values of CM noise suppression from one to four UCs are −6.1,
−15.6, −25.9, and −36.3 dB, respectively. Overall, CM noise suppression improves as the number of
UCs increases.

Table 1. Parameters for verification of the proposed analytical model. DTL—differential transmission
line; HZ—high Zoe; LZ—low Zoe; UC—unit cell; CM—common mode; DM—differential mode.

Parameter Figure
HZ-DTL LZ-DTL

No. of UCs
Zoe,H Zoo,H dH hH Zoe,L Zoo,L dL hL

No. of UCs effect on CM, DM
6 (CM)
8 (DM)

218 66.3 10 1.0 66 52 10 0.08 1
218 66.3 10 1.0 66 52 10 0.08 2
218 66.3 10 1.0 66 52 10 0.08 3
218 66.3 10 1.0 66 52 10 0.08 4

Zoe effect on CM 7
113 66.3 10 0.2 66 52 10 0.08 4
171 66.3 10 0.5 66 52 10 0.08 4
218 66.3 10 1.0 66 52 10 0.08 4
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Figure 6. CM noise suppression with varying number of unit cells (UCs) for model verification.

Examining the suppression levels where the suppression bandwidth of 3 GHz is ensured,
the values for two to four UCs are −10.1, −14.1, and −18.6 dB, respectively. The value of 3 GHz was
selected because it corresponds to the suppression bandwidth predicted by the dispersion analysis
based on Floquet theory. The high and low cut-off frequencies from Floquet theory were obtained as
2.7 and 5.7 GHz, respectively. The periodic analysis only estimates the cut-off frequencies, but not
the suppression level. As seen in Figure 6, the suppression level corresponding to Floquet theory
notably varies according to the number of UCs. In the practical use of MTM-DTLs for high-speed
PCBs, a periodic condition is not commonly ensured, thus requiring the development of approaches
such as the proposed model considering MTM DTLs with a finite and small number of UCs.

Remarkably, the proposed analytical model achieves a drastic reduction in computation time
compared to the full-wave simulation. For instance, the time for determining Scc21 of the CGP-EBG
MTM-DTL with four UCs using the proposed model was 0.3 s, whereas that using the full-wave
simulation was 18,257 s. Hence, the proposed model substantially reduces the computation time while
providing a suitable accuracy compared to the full-wave simulation. The time reduction results are
listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Computation time for estimating CM and differential transmission characteristics of the
corrugated ground-plane electromagnetic bandgap (CGP-EBG) metamaterial (MTM)-DTL.

1 UC 2 UCs 3 UCs 4 UCs

Proposed model 0.13 s 0.19 s 0.24 s 0.32 s
Full-wave
simulation 120 s 1830 s 5903 s 18,257 s

Computation platform: Intel Xeon processor (3.2 GHz), 512 GB RAM (E5-2667 v4 @3.20 GHz, Intel, Santa Clara,
CA, USA).

The effect of Zoe on parameter Scc21 is further examined by comparing the proposed analytical
model and full-wave simulations, as shown in Figure 7. For the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL with four
UCs, Zoe,H changes to 113, 171, and 218 Ω by adjusting hH to 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 mm, respectively.
The corresponding changes in the ratio of Zoe,H to Zoe,L are approximately 1.7, 2.6, and 3.3. The low and
high cut-off frequencies with a suppression level of −10 dB were also investigated. The corresponding
(high, low) cut-off frequencies for Zoe,H of 113, 171, and 218 Ω are (3.56, 4.85 GHz), (2.94, 5.72 GHz),
and (2.65, 6.09 GHz), respectively. Hence, the suppression bandwidth and level improve as the ratio of
Zoe,H to Zoe,L increases. Again, the results of the proposed analytical model are consistent with those
of the full-wave simulation.
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Figure 7. Effect of even-mode characteristic impedance (Zoe) on CM noise suppression for
model verification.

In addition to CM noise suppression, the differential transmission characteristics of the CGP-EBG
MTM-DTLs were investigated. Figure 8 shows parameter Sdd21 for differential transmission using
the proposed model and full-wave simulations. The design parameters and dimensions are those
listed in Table 1. The values of Zoo,L and Zoo,H associated with differential transmission are 52 and
66.3 Ω, respectively. For ideal differential characteristics, the same values of Zoo between the HZ-
and LZ-DTLs are preferred. However, this condition is commonly limited by the design rules of
commercial PCB processes, thus making it difficult to avoid different Zoo values for HZ- and LZ-DTLs
in practical high-speed PCBs. The effect of the Zoo difference on the differential characteristics is shown
in Figure 8. The small difference in the Zoo values between HZ- and LZ-DTLs degrades differential
transmission characteristics. This effect increases with the number of UCs. This phenomenon can be
inferred considering the theory of a stepped impedance resonator. However, it is important to obtain
the exact degradation of parameter Sdd21 for measuring and quantitating its impact on differential
signal transmission.

Figure 8. Differential signal transmission characteristics with varying number of UCs for
model verification.

The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed analytical model for CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs are
verified from comparisons to full-wave simulations based on FEM. The CM noise and differential
signal transmission results of the proposed model suitably agree with those of full-wave simulations,
but the computation time for obtaining the characteristics of the nonperiodic array of MTM-DTLs was
substantially reduced using the proposed four-port analytical model.
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To further validate the proposed model of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL, the correlations between
the proposed model, full-wave simulations, and measurements are examined using the fabricated
PCB pattern of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL. The fabricated PCB pattern and the measurement set-up
for Scc21 and Sdd21 are shown in Figure 9. The low-cost PCB process employs the FR-4 dielectric and
copper metal layers. The dielectric constant and loss tangent of the FR-4 substrate are 4.4 and 0.02,
respectively. The PCB pattern contains four HZ-DTLs and three LZ-DTLs. The geometric dimensions
are shown in Figure 9a. To obtain the Scc21 and Sdd21, four-port S-parameters of the PCB pattern are
measured using a vector network analyzer and high-frequency microprobes. Figure 10 depicts the
comparison of Scc21 and Sdd21 between the proposed model, full-wave simulations, and measurements.
The proposed model agrees well with the measurements. As can be seen in the results, CM noise
is successfully suppressed, while good differential data transmission is achieved. In the Scc21 of the
measurements, discrepancy is observed around the frequency of 5 GHz. This defect is caused by PCB
manufacturing tolerances because it is not observed in the full-wave simulations.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) Fabricated CGP-EBG MTM-DTL, and (b) measurement set-up for S-parameters.

Figure 10. Comparison of Scc21 and Sdd21 between proposed model, full-wave simulations,
and measurements.
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4. Conclusions

An efficient and accurate approach to evaluate CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs using an analytical model
and segmentation method was proposed. The four-port model of the CGP-EBG segments was
extracted using coupled-line theory and an analytical via model. For a finite array of CGP-EBG
MTM-DTLs, the method of Z-parameter recombination was presented. The proposed analytical
model was thoroughly validated by comparisons with full-wave simulations based on FEM. The CM
noise suppression and differential signal transmission results of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL variants
were consistent between the proposed model and full-wave simulations. However, the computation
time for estimating the characteristics of the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL was drastically reduced when
using the proposed model. Moreover, the proposed model can be easily combined with other
types of circuit and electromagnetic models, thus enabling system-level simulations for high-speed
PCB applications. Overall, the assessment of CGP-EBG MTM-DTLs in early design stages and
simulation-based verification can be efficiently and accurately conducted using the proposed analytical
model. In this paper, the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL for one pair of differential lines was explored. For further
research, the CGP-EBG MTM-DTL and its analytical model of multiple pairs of differential lines for
emerging technologies of high-speed differential signaling can be examined.
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Abstract: Terahertz (THz) technologies have achieved great progress in the past few decades.
Developing active devices to control the THz waves is the frontier of THz applications. In this paper,
a new scheme of two-bit THz encoder is proposed. Different from the present THz modulators whose
spectra at different bands are varied simultaneously, our encoder can realize the individually efficient
modulation of every channel. The encoder comprises the double-sided graphene-based metamaterials,
in which the graphene structures on each side are connected to the external electrodes individually.
The well-designed metamaterials on the front and back sides determine the resonances at two different
bands (0.20 THz and 0.33 THz) separately. Through simulating the performance of this device by
changing the conductivities of the graphene on each side independently, we demonstrate two-bit
encoding realized by the dual-band modulation of transmission amplitude with electronic control,
and the modulation depth can reach as high as 79.6%. Our encoder can promote the development of
multifunctional and integrated devices, such as frequency division multiplexers and logical circuitry,
which will contribute to THz communications.

Keywords: terahertz metamaterials; graphene; encoder; active control

1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) radiation is generally referred to the frequency range of 0.1 to 10 THz, which is
located between infrared and microwave bands in the electromagnetic spectrum. Due to its unique
spectral characterization of the rotational and vibrational resonances, and the thermal emission lines
of simple molecules, THz technologies have been an attractive research field, with applications for
physics, medicine, biochemistry, astronomy, manufacturing, space and defense industries [1]. In the
past few decades, THz technologies achieved great progress, especially in imaging, biological and
medical applications, THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and non-destructive testing [2].

Taking advantage of ultrafast optics, the development of THz sources and detectors is much
more mature. By contrast, the functional devices to manipulate THz waves are still been explored.
A remarkable method to control THz waves is employing metamaterials. Metamaterials are
usually referred to the elaborately arranged subwavelength structures [3], which can manipulate
electromagnetic waves artificially. Based on this concept, researchers designed many on-demand
functional devices, including flat lenses [4], polarization converters [5], filters [6], sensors [7],
waveguides [8], etc. The previous works mainly employed passive devices, which face the drawback of
single function and limited application scenarios due to the fixed established structures. Active devices
can enrich their own functionalities by changing the material characteristics via controlling the
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applied physical quantity, like pump power of laser [9], voltage or current [10,11], magnetic forces
or thermal [12], etc. Graphene is a competitive two-dimensional material for active control due to
its large conductivity range and ultrafast response [13,14]. Graphene-based metamaterials used as
waveguides [15], switches [16] and sensors [17] have shown their potential in developing optical
devices. Meanwhile, the THz devices integrated with graphene emerged the probability in active
control: Li et al. experimentally demonstrated an active diode for the THz waves consisting of a
graphene–silicon hybrid film [18], and Kindness et al. achieved active resonance frequency tuning of a
THz metamaterial by integrating metal-coupled resonator arrays with electrically tunable graphene [19].
Active devices are gradually being brought to the forefront of THz applications.

Another potential application of THz technology is THz communications. Compared to the
microwave circuits, THz devices have the advantages of miniaturization, wideband and agility [20,21].
Since THz communications may play an important role in next-generation communications, THz
coding technology will be of great significance. However, as one of the key components, THz encoder,
which can compile information on THz waves, is rarely studied. Different from the multiband
modulator whose spectra at different bands are varied simultaneously, an encoder needs to realize
the individual control of every channel. Though there are many researches about graphene-based
metamaterials whose transmittance can be governed by voltage [16,19,22], the independent control
of different bands is hardly demonstrated. Currently, most THz modulators are made of in-plane
metamaterials [23,24], where the problems caused by the interaction between different channels are
intractable. One is the intersection of different electrodes in wiring, which will increase the complexity
in fabrication. Another is the spatial arrangement of the metamaterials. If different resonators are too
close, their coupling cannot be ignored; if they are too distant, the efficiency of the modulation will be
reduced. So, developing an encoder is not a simple superposition of different modulators in one device.
To solve those problems, we design the THz encoder by applying dual-sided hybrid metamaterials,
which can separately control the voltages (front and back sides of our device) to achieve different
coding function. Compared with the present THz modulators, our encoder can not only maximally
enhance the coding number in the single chip, but also guarantee the modulation efficiency.

In this paper, we propose a two-bit THz encoder based on hybrid metamaterials, which can
independently modulate two different bands with high efficiency. The encoder consists of the
double-sided hybrid metamaterials patched with graphene deposited on the silicon substrate, where the
graphene structures on each side are connected to the external electrodes individually. Utilizing CST
(Computer Simulation Technology) microwave studio, we simulate the transmission spectra of the
device, and we demonstrate two-bit encoding based on the dual-band independent switches by
tuning the Fermi level of the graphene with voltage control. Using the double-sided metamaterials,
we successfully eliminate the coupling between different bands, and meanwhile, the modulation depth
can reach as high as 79.6%. Our encoder, with simple structure and easy operation, may contribute to
the promotion of multifunctional and integrated devices, such as frequency division multiplexers and
logical circuitry.

2. Device Design and Simulation

Our THz encoder was composed of hybrid graphene–metal–silica metamaterials laying on the front
and back surfaces of the silicon substrate, respectively. We put two kinds of hybrid metamaterial-based
resonators (chosen as classical split ring resonators, SRRs) on each side of the device, respectively,
which determined the working bands of the encoder. Resonators on each surface were connected to the
external electrodes individually. Therefore, we could separately control the dual-band transmission
amplitudes via modulating the voltage applied on each side hybrid metamaterial.

The hybrid metamaterials were made of periodic unit cells diagramed in Figure 1a. The metallic
structures functioned as the electromagnetic resonators, the graphene strips linked with electrodes
worked as the controller, and the silica structures sandwiched between the metallic and graphene
layers were to isolate the graphene strips and the silicon substrate [14]. The metallic structures on both
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surfaces were SRRs, whose shapes were square split rings on the front side and circle split rings on the
other side. The closed ring-shaped silica structures were underneath the metallic layer, which were
attached with strips along y axis on both surfaces. The single-layer graphene strips paralleled to y axis
patch on the top of the metallic and silica structures of both side metamaterials.

 

Figure 1. Structures of the unit cell: (a) The schematic of the unit cell, (b) the front and (c) the back
views of the unit cell.

The key indicator for an encoder is the modulation depth. We have optimized and determined
the geometrical parameters of two resonators by comparing their performance in modulation depth.
As shown in Figure 1, the dimensions of our encoder were as follows: For the square split rings shown
in Figure 1b, outer and inner lengths of the arms were L = 130 μm and l = 100 μm, respectively, gap of
square split ring Ss = 10 μm, width of silica (graphene) strip w1 = 15 μm, and the period of unit
cell P = 180 μm; for the circle split rings shown in Figure 1c, outer and inner radii of the ring were
R = 39 μm and r = 32 μm, respectively, gap of circle split ring Sc = 10 μm, width of silica (graphene)
strip w2 = 10 μm, and the period of unit cell P/2 = 90 μm; for all split rings, the thicknesses of the
metallic layer, silica layer and substrate were 0.2 μm, 0.3 μm and 1000 μm, respectively.

Figure 2 is the schematics of our device, which was formed of the unit cell array. We set aluminum
electrodes in the edges of y axis on the front and back surfaces of the chip, which were linked to the
pins of voltage control circuit PinA and PinB, respectively. The schematic of the whole device is shown
in Figure 2a (note that actually the entire device has more than 50 × 50-unit cells in the xy-plane and is
larger than the size of THz beam). Figure 2b,c strictly describe the structure and dimensions from the
front and back views of the device, which are the period arrays of the unit cell shown in Figure 1b and
1c, respectively. As shown in Figure 2d, the metamaterials on the front and back sides were connected
to the external voltage sources VCA and VCB, respectively, which could program the on–off commands
independently. The separated control circuits could shift the Fermi levels of the graphene on the
front and back sides individually, and therefore modulate the transmission amplitudes of dual-band
determined by the double-sided metamaterials.
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Figure 2. Structures of the device: (a) The schematic of the device; (b) the front view, (c) back view and
(d) lateral view of the device.

We simulated the transmission spectra using CST microwave studio in time domain, and
the incident THz waves were polarized along the y axis. The dielectric constants of silicon and
silica are 11.69 and 3.46, respectively, and the conductivity of metallic rings made of aluminum is
3.6×107 S/m [25,26]. The conductivity of graphene can be expressed by the Drude-like model [27,28]
σ(ω) = ie2EF/

[
π�2
(
ω+ iτ−1

)]
, where e and � are electron charge and Planck constant, respectively, and

EF represents the Fermi level of graphene. The relaxation time τ can be calculated by τ = μEF/
(
ev2

F

)
,

and in the THz regime, we set the carrier mobility μ = 3000 cm2/V·s and the Fermi velocity vF = 1.1 ×
106 m/s [27,28]. Hence, the conductivity of graphene can be varied by changing the Fermi level via
controlling external voltage [19,29].

Considering the manufacturing process, the chip can be feasibly fabricated by means of
conventional techniques. The fabrication of the chip is divided into four steps, roughly: Firstly,
grow metallic structures on the front and back surfaces of the silicon/silicon dioxide (SSD) wafer using
photolithography and lift-off process [3]; secondly, the photoresist patterns and the metallic structures
together serve as a mask during the reactive ion etching (RIE) of the unneeded silica structures on both
sides of the SSD wafer [30]; thirdly, transfer the graphene to both sides of the chip and then pattern
the graphene strips using e-beam lithography and etching with a radio frequency oxygen plasma
asher [19]; finally, connect the electrodes to the external voltage source through leads [19].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Equivalent Circuit for the Resonators

To better understand the physical mechanism affecting the performance of the encoder,
we investigated the characteristics of the hybrid metamaterials on the front and back surfaces of the
device separately. Figure 3a shows the normalized transmission spectra of the front side metamaterial.
We simulated the results by varying the Fermi level of the graphene strips EF from 0.01 eV to 1 eV.
When the EF was 0.01 eV, the resonance at 0.20 THz (band A) was obviously excited, however, as the EF
increased, the resonance gradually weakened, and the bandwidth broadened. When the EF increased
to 0.8 eV or higher, the resonance was almost vanished. Associated with the distributions of the
surface current density in the metallic layer shown in Figure 3b,c, we can see that the loop current was
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evidently stimulated within the square split ring when EF = 0.01 eV; as for the case when EF = 0.8 eV,
the distribution of current became symmetrical along the y axis. Similar results can be found in the
transmission spectra and the distributions of the surface current density of the back-side metamaterial
shown in Figure 3d–f, except that the resonance frequency was shifted to 0.33 THz (band B).

The behavior of the resonators can be explained with the theory of equivalent circuit [31,32].
For a metallic structure of split ring resonator (SRR), its gap capacitance and loop inductance can be
described by an equivalent capacitance Ce and an equivalent inductance Le, respectively. In our work,
when the voltage (the difference between the gate voltage and the voltage shifting the Fermi level to
the Dirac point [22]) is not applied, the Fermi level of graphene is on the Dirac point. Therefore, the
conductivity of graphene is very low (i.e., the graphene is hardly electrically conductive) [33]. Hence,
the gap in the square/circle split ring is non-conducting. In this situation, the loop current shown in
Figure 3b/e for the square/circle split ring with EF = 0.01 eV can be modeled with LC equivalent circuit,
which is diagramed in Figure 3g/h, corresponding to the situation that the switch kf/b is open. Thus, the
resonance frequency f of SRR can be expressed as [31,32]:

f =
1

2π
√

LeCe
(1)

Here, the equivalent inductance Le is approximately proportional to the size of the SRR [34]. Due to the
different shapes of the resonator, the size can be reasonably converted with the area. Consequently, the
resonance frequency can be qualitatively estimated with fs ~ 1/L for the square split ring and fc ~ 1/R
for the circle split ring. Since R is smaller than L, the resonance frequency of the circle split ring will be
higher than that of the square split ring, which agrees with our results shown in Figure 3a,d. Besides,
the equivalent capacitance Ce will also be affected by other parameters (gap, width or thickness of the
metallic structure) [34]. As we mentioned in Section 2, we optimized the geometrical parameters of
two resonators in order to obtain the good performance in modulation depth.

When the voltage is applied on the graphene strip, the Fermi level is shifted away from the
Dirac point [33]. Thus, the conductivity of graphene strip becomes large, and graphene switches to
be electrically conductive. Hence, the gap in the square/circle split ring is conducting to a certain
extent, and the strength of the resonance will generally weaken. When the Fermi level is tuned to
0.8 eV, the equivalent circuit for the square/circle split ring, as shown in Figure 3g/h, will be altered to
the RLC parallel resonance circuit, corresponding to the case that the switch kf/b is closed. Here, rf/b
is the equivalent resistance between the gap and Rf/b is the equivalent resistance between the unit
cells. Due to the high conductivity of graphene, the initial LC resonance is broken: each capacitator is
connected in parallel with a low resistance, and the equivalent resistance between the unit cells is also
reduced. As a result, the resonance behavior is changed to the symmetrical current distribution shown
in Figure 3c/f, which corresponds to the dipole mode whose resonance frequency will be blue shifted.
Note that if EF further rises to 1 eV, the new merged dipole mode will be resonated (obviously around
0.30 THz in Figure 3a for the square split ring) due to the metal-like conductivity of the graphene. As a
result, the transmission amplitude at higher frequencies will decrease, which will make trouble for
designing dual-band devices. This is why we choose 0.8 eV as the higher Fermi level corresponding to
“On” status for the encoder hereinafter.

For the cases that Fermi level is between 0.01 eV and 0.8 eV, the modulation of the transmission
dip also can be qualitatively explained with the theory of equivalent circuit. Take square split ring as
an example: According to the relation of quality factor Q to the parameters of the equivalent circuit
Q = r

√
Ce/Le, when the voltage is applied, the equivalent circuit is switched from initial LC resonance

circuit to RLC parallel resonance, and the parallel resistance rf varies from infinity (because of the open
state of the switch kf) to a finite value. Consequently, Q will be reduced and the resonance at band A
will be weakened. These coincide with the simulated results shown in Figure 3a: When Fermi level
increases, the transmission gradually enlarges, and the bandwidth gradually broadens. The similar
analysis also can be applied to explain the results of the circle split ring and we will not discuss in detail.
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Figure 3. (a) Transmission spectra, distributions of the surface current density with (b) EF = 0.01 eV and
(c) EF = 0.8 eV of the single metamaterial on the front surface. (d) Transmission spectra, distributions of
the surface current density with (e) EF = 0.01 eV and (f) EF = 0.8 eV of the single metamaterial on the back
surfaces. Equivalent circuit diagrams of the resonator in the (g) front and (h) back-side metamaterials.

3.2. Performance of the Encoder

Now, if we choose EF = 0.01 eV as the low transmission state, and EF = 0.8 eV as the high
transmission state, which corresponding to the situations without and with applying the voltage on
the graphene stripes, respectively, we can obtain two different states for each resonator. In this way,
we can realize one-bit coding at one band. To double the number of bits, we should assemble two
resonators working at two different bands and meanwhile eliminate their coupling. We put the square
and circle split ring arrays on the front and back surfaces of the metamaterials, respectively, so that the
coupling between the two kinds of resonator can be effectively reduced. We have investigated the
coupling effect by changing the thickness of the substrate. When the front and back side metamaterials
were separated more than 500 μm, the coupling effect nearly disappeared. The reason for choosing
1 mm-thick substrate in our device is that when we detect the transmission spectrum using THz time
domain system, we can get longer time signal and obtain more detailed information in the frequency
domain after Fourier transform.

After determining the optimized geometrical parameters and Fermi level values, we simulated
the performance of the encoder with double-sided hybrid metamaterials. Figure 4 demonstrates the
simulated normalized transmission spectra of the device showing four encoding statuses in frequency
domain, which corresponds to the different cases of the voltage control listed in Table 1. Here, for
the status of the controller, “On” or “Off” refers to the situations that Pin_A/B) is loaded with or
without voltages, respectively, and thus the corresponding Fermi level of the graphene is modeled
as 0.01 eV or 0.8 eV, respectively; for the transmission amplitude, we define the value as “Low” or
“High” depending on whether it is lower or higher than the threshold (chosen as 0.4). Apparently,
we achieve four encoding statuses—00, 01, 10, 11—via modulating the transmission amplitude of
bands A and B (resonated around 0.20 THz and 0.33 THz, respectively) by applying the voltages to the
structures on the front and back surfaces independently. Comparing to the transmission spectra of
each side metamaterials shown in Figure 3a,d, we can identify that the working bands A and B are
determined by the metamaterials on the front and back surfaces, respectively. Since the frequencies of
the resonance dips were barely moved, the coupling between the two metamaterials can be ignored.
In order to measure the effectiveness of our device, we extracted the modulation depth from the
transmission spectra (the value of modulation depth was calculated using the amplitude of codes 00
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and 11). As denoted in Figure 4, the modulation depth could reach as high as 79.6%, which indicates
our encoder has distinguished performance.

Figure 4. Normalized transmission of the device in different encoding cases.

Table 1. Encoding status and the corresponding status of the controller and the transmission.

Code
Voltage of Controller Transmission Amplitude

Pin_A Pin_B Band A Band B

00 Off 1 Off Low Low
01 Off On Low High
10 On 2 Off High Low
11 On On High High

1 Status “Off” was simulated with EF = 0.01 eV. 2 Status “On” was simulated with EF = 0.8 eV.

Subsequently, we investigated the resonance details about different coding states. Figure 5a–d
shows the distributions of the surface current density in codes 00, 01, 10 and 11, respectively, in which
the top and bottom rows correspond to the resonances at 0.20 THz (band A) and 0.33 THz (band B),
respectively. Visibly, band A was dominated by the resonance in the square split rings, and band B was
governed by the resonance in the circle split rings. The resonance behaviors are almost identical to
those shown in Figure 3b–f. It is obvious that the resonances are strong when there is no voltage applied
to the structures (for example the situation of code 00), which coincide with the deep resonance dips in
the transmission spectra. If the voltage is applied to the structures (for example the situation of code
11), the resonances are much weaker, and the resonance dips will disappear in the transmission spectra.
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Figure 5. Distributions of surface current density in different codes at 0.20 THz (top row) and 0.33 THz
(bottom row): (a) code 00, (b) code 01, (c) code 10, (d) code 11.

3.3. Further Discussion

At last, we briefly discuss the issues about the potential applications. The applied voltage may
be a considerable indicator for graphene-based device. According to the references [16] and [22], we
can roughly estimate that the required voltage shifting Fermi level to 0.8 eV is about three hundred
volt. There are two possible methods to reduce the applied voltage. One is to choose lower Fermi
level as the “On” state, and the price is that the modulation depth will be diminished. The other is
to decrease the thickness of silica layer, and the required voltage for the same Fermi level may be
effectively reduced, but the breakdown voltage of the device will also drop off. Those solutions need
more investigations based on theory and experiment, which will be the key points in our future work.

According to our simulated results and discussion, we can infer that if the metamaterials laying
on different layers are distant enough, the interaction between them can be almost ignored. Thus, if we
arrange more resonators by means of multiplying the layers, the functionality of the device may be
efficiently expanded. Our scheme of encoder has potential in developing multibit device combined
with CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) technique in the future.

4. Conclusions

We propose a two-bit encoding device working at terahertz frequencies. The device assembles
the two graphene-based hybrid metamaterials with different shapes deposited on the front and back
surfaces of a silicon wafer. Using the external electrodes to change the conductivities of the graphene on
each side individually, we realize the active control of dual-band transmission amplitudes. The results
demonstrate that our device can function at 0.20 THz and 0.33 THz with good performance, and the
modulation depth can reach 79.6%. Comparing with the present THz modulators, our encoder can
not only maximally enhance the coding number in a single chip, but also guarantee the modulation
efficiency. The functionality of the device may also be expanded by arranging more separately
controlled resonators in multilayer structures. Moreover, the device proposed in this paper can also
be widely used in other bands. Our encoder may pave a new way to develop multifunctional and
integrated devices, such as multiband filter and sensor, frequency division multiplexer and logical
circuitry, which will promote the development of THz communications and other applications.

5. Patents

Shan Yin, Xintong Shi, Wei Huang, Ling Guo, Fangrong Hu, Wentao Zhang, Xianming Xiong.
A transmission-type terahertz two-bit encoding device and system. 2019210801324 (China).
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a novel metamaterial-based microfluidic sensor that permits the
monitoring of properties of the fluid flowing in the microfluidic reservoir embedded between the
composite left–right handed (CLRH) microstrip line and the ground plane. The sensor’s working
principle is based on the phase shift measurement of the two signals, the referent one that is guided
through conventional microstrip line and measurement signal guided through the CLRH line. At the
operating frequency of 1.275 GHz, the CLRH line supports electromagnetic waves with group and
phase velocities that are antiparallel, and therefore the phase “advance” occurs in the case of CLRH line,
while phase delay arises in the right-handed (RH) frequency band. The change of the fluid’s properties
that flow in the microfluidic reservoir causes the change of effective permittivity of the microstrip
substrate, and subsequently the phase velocity changes, as well as the phase shift. This effect was
used in the design of the microfluidic sensor for the measurement of characteristics of the fluid that
flows in the microfluidic reservoir placed under the CLRH line. The complete measurement system
was developed including the Wilkinson power divider that splits the signal between conventional
RH and CLRH section, transmission lines with the microfluidic reservoirs, and a detection circuit
for phase shift measurement. Measurement results for different fluids confirm that the proposed
sensor is characterized by relatively high sensitivity and good linearity (R2 = 0.94). In this study, the
practical application of the proposed sensor is demonstrated for the biomass estimation inside the
microfluidic bioreactors, which are used for the cultivation of MRC-5 fibroblasts.

Keywords: metamaterials; left-handed line; sensors; phase shift

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, innovative results have been achieved in the field of metamaterials, namely,
artificial structures that exhibit electromagnetic, acoustical, and optical properties that are generally
not found in nature. From the moment of the first experimental verification of the single negative
metamaterials [1,2], the unique properties based on negative permittivity, permeability or index of
refraction have found a place in a number of novel devices and applications [3–8]. Special attention
has been given to double-negative or left-handed (LH) media, which at the same time show negative
values of permittivity and permeability in a certain frequency range.

Considerable attention has been focused on the implementation of metamaterials in sensor
designs for material characterization applications, as well as on their integration with microfluidic
devices [9,10]. Although a number of sensor solutions have been proposed so far, all proposed designs
operate according to the resonant effect that relays resonant frequency changes. In this paper, we
propose a metamaterials-based sensor that utilizes a transmission line (TL) concept and operates at
one specific frequency. The special case is concerning 1D metamaterials in which the fundamental
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electromagnetic properties of the left-handed media can be modelled using a conventional transmission
line (TL) theory [11]. The TL approach, which is based on the composite left–right handed (CLRH) line,
provides good insight into physical phenomena. The general CLRH model consists of an ideal LH
section that can be modelled as the combination of a per-unit length series capacitance and a per-unit
length shunt inductance, and a parasitic RH section (i.e., a parasitic per-unit length series inductance
and a per-unit length shunt capacitance). The CLRH line has two propagation bands, one left-handed
and one right-handed. The group velocity and phase velocity of CLRH calculated from the dispersion
diagram in [11] show that group and phase velocity are parallel in the RH band and antiparallel in
the case of the LH one. Therefore, phase advance happens in the LH frequency range, while phase
delay arises in the RH frequency range. The first experimental verification of the 1D concept of CLRH
is demonstrated using microstrip line configuration in [11]. The phase response in the case of the
microstrip CLRH is nonlinearly dependent on the propagation constant in the LH band, and it is
strongly influenced by substrate properties (i.e., its permittivity and permeability). This concept was
utilized in the design of the novel microstrip microfluidic sensor that operates according to the phase
shift measurement.

In this paper, we propose a novel metamaterial-based microfluidic sensor that permits the
monitoring of the fluid properties inside the microfluidic reservoir embedded between the CLRH
TL line and the ground plane. In the case of the microstrip configuration, the properties of the
dielectric substrate have a strong influence on the phase response. The operating principle is based
on the transmission phase shift measurement of the two signals, the referent one guided through the
conventional microstrip RH line section and the signal guided through the CLRH line. The TL method
is one of the commonly used methods appropriate for material characterization in a wider frequency
band. Therefore, a number of TL configurations have been proposed for the characterization of different
hard solid, liquid or powder materials [12–19]. The TL method comprises measurements of both
reflection and transmission characteristics and their combination, and can be used for characterization
of permittivity as well as permeability. One of the relatively fast and simple TL methods for the
determination of dielectric properties of material is a method based on the measurement of the phase
shift of the transmitted signal. Compared with the other TL methods, phase shift methods are less
sensitive to noise [19,20], which permits characterization at a single frequency and simplifies the
development of supporting electronics and easy integration with the sensor element, as well as allowing
the fabrication of low-cost in-field sensing devices. For that reason, TL methods have found application
in different sensor designs such as soil moisture sensors [21], microfluidic sensors for detection of fluid
mixture efficiency [22], and so on.

The proposed method based on phase shifting will be explained in detail using our CLRH
microstrip microfluidic sensor configuration as an example. The permittivity of the fluid inside the
microfluidic channel will be correlated by measuring the phase shift of the signal that passes thought
the CLRH sensing section. A detailed description is provided. of the complete measurement system,
including the design of the microstrip Wilkinson power divider, which splits the signal between the
conventional-referent section and the CLRH section, microfluidic reservoirs, and a detection circuit for
the measurement of the phase difference. The proposed microfluidic sensor has been manufactured
using hybrid microfluidic fabrication technology that combines a laser micromachining process, the
xurography technique, and lamination, [23]. The detection electronic circuit has been developed using
printed circuit board (PCB) technology. The sensor’s performances have been evaluated based on
the measurement of different fluids inside the microfluidic channel. To demonstrate applicability, the
proposed sensor has been used to evaluate the biomass of the MRC-5 fibroblast cells grown in the
microfluidic bioreactor.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The proposed microfluidic chip was manufactured using an 80-μm thick polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
lamination foil (MBL 80MIC Belgrade, Serbia) and a 2-mm thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).
Double-sided 3M 9088 tape was used for microfluidic chip bounding. Conductive aluminum foil 3M
3302 was used for the realization of the microchip TL lines and the sensor ground plane. RS PRO
silver conductive adhesive epoxy was used for mounting vias, resistor, and surface mount assembly
(SMA) connectors.

Deionized water (Grade 2 by ISO 3696 (1987)), isopropyl (99.7%, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO,
USA), methanol (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), ethanol (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), and sunflower oil (Vital,
Vrbas, Serbia) were used as fluids in the microfluidic channel.

The cell line used in this study for cultivation in the microfluidic bioreactor was MRC-5
(human fibroblasts, American Type Culture Collection CCL 171). The cells were grown in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with 4.5% of glucose, supplemented with 10% of fetal calf serum
(Sigma-Aldrich) and antibiotic/antimycotic solution (Sigma-Aldrich). The single cell suspension was
obtained using 0.25% trypsin in EDTA (Serva). Cells were harvested and counted by 0.1% trypan blue
exclusion. The viability of cells used in the assay was over 90%.

The phase detector module for phase shift difference measurement was realized using integrated
circuit AD8302 Analogue Devices on the PCB board with supporting electronic components according
to the manufacturer’s recommendation [24].

2.2. Equipment and Small Tools

PMMA layer was cut with a CO2 Gravograph LS1000XP laser. A plotter cutter (CE6000-60
PLUS, Graphtec America, Inc., Irvine, CA, USA) with a 45 cutting blade (CB09U) and cutting mat
(12” Silhouette Cameo Cutting Mat, Sacramento, USA) was used for carving inlets, outlets, and edges
of PVC layers for microfluidic chips. Bondage between PVC and PMMA was performed through
lamination with the uniaxial press (Carver 3895CEB, Wabash, USA). Aluminum tapes were cut with a
Rofin-Sinar Power Line D-100 laser (Germany).

A vector network analyzer (VNA) E5071C Agilent Technology was used to measure the complex
S-parameters (scattering parameters) and generate an input signal for phase shift measurement.
An MSP430FR6989 LaunchPad Development Kit (Texas Instruments, USA) was used for the
measurement of the output voltage.

2.3. Sensor Fabrication

The proposed microfluidic chip was composed of five dielectric layers. The top and bottom layers
were manufactured using PVC foils, the middle one was realized in PMMA, and the two bonding
layers between them were made using double-sided adhesive tape; two conductive layers (a microstrip
line on the top and a ground plane from the bottom side) were realized using aluminum sticky foil, as
shown in Figure 1. In the first step, the CO2 laser was used for cutting the middle chip layer with the
microfluidic reservoir in the PMMA using a power of 60 W and a feed speed of 20 mm/s. Top and
bottom PVC covers with the inlet and outlet of the microfluidic channels were cut using plotter cutter,
as is the standard xurography technique. The cutting speed was set to 30 cm/s, while cutting force was
set to 19 (range 1–38).

A multilayered chip was created by bonding PVC layers from the top and bottom side on PMMA
using double-sided 3D adhesive tape in the uniaxial press with a pressure of 400 kg and a temperature
of 70 ◦C for 1 min. Next, the conductive aluminum tapes were cut with the Nd:YAG laser with a
current of 27.6 mA, a frequency of 10 kHz, and a cutting speed of 30 mm/s, and assembled on the
top and bottom side of the microfluidic chip. Finally, the vias that connected inductive stubs and the
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ground plane, SMA connectors, and 100 Ω resistor for the Wilkinson power divider, were mounted
using RS PRO silver conductive adhesive epoxy.

Figure 1. Layout of the proposed metamaterial-based microfluidic sensor with all relevant layers and
materials (PVC- polyvinyl chloride, PMMA- poly(methyl methacrylate), Al-aluminum).

3. Configuration of the Proposed Sensor

The block diagram of the proposed sensor with supporting electronics is shown in Figure 2.
It consists of a Wilkinson power divider that splits the input signal from the microwave oscillator
between two TLs (the conventional RH TL and the CLRH TL), and a phase detector that converts
the phase shift into the output voltage. The sinusoidal signal generated by the VNA is divided by
the Wilkinson divider into measurement and referent signals. The measurement signal propagates
along the CLRH TL section where the different phase shifts can be detected at the output for different
fluids inside the microfluidic channel as a result of changes in the effective permittivity of the medium.
The referent signal from the output of the RH TL and the signal from the CLRH sensor are fed into the
input of the phase detector, which compares their phase responses. The voltage on the output of the
phase detector is proportional to the phase shift of the input signals and is in relation to a dielectric
constant in the microfluidic reservoir, as will be discussed below.

Figure 2. Block diagram the proposed microfluidic CLRH sensor (RH LT–right handed transmission
line, CLRH TL–composite left-right handed transmission line).

The propagation signal propagates thought two sections: the RH TL and the CLRH TL, shown in
Figure 3 together Wilkinson with a power divider. The equivalent circuit model of the conventional
RH and CLRH microstrip TLs is shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively [11]. RH line was modelled using
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per-unit length series inductance (LR’) and per-unit length shunt capacitance (CR’), while the CLRH
circuit model consists of a purely LH section in the form of per-unit length series capacitance (CLH’), as
well as a per-unit length shunt inductance (LLH’) and parasitic RH section. The phase shift of the signal
propagating through both TLs can be expressed as

Δϕ =
ωl
νp

, (1)

and it is determined by phase velocity (νp), angular frequency of the propagating signal (ω), and the
physical properties of the transmission line (l). The phase velocity depends on the dispersion (β):

νp =
ω
β

. (2)

For the RH TL, the dispersion relation is defined as

βR =
1√

L′RC′R

(3)

while for the CLRH it can be expressed as

βCLRH = s(ω)

√
ω2L′RHC′RH +

1
ω2L′LHC′LH

−
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝L
′
RH

L′LH
+

C′RH

C′LH

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (4)

where

s(ω) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−1 i f ω < ωΓ1 = min

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1√
L′RC′L

, 1√
L′LC′R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1 i f ω > ωΓ2 = max

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1√
L′RC′L

, 1√
L′LC′R

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(5)

From the dispersion diagram shown in Figure 4c for both transmission lines, it can be seen that in
the case of the RH TL, the propagation constant is real and positive. On the other hand, for the CLRH
TL the propagation constant can be purely real or purely imaginary. If the βCLRH is purely real then
propagation occurs, while stopband will exist for the imaginary value. Therefore, the CLRH line has
two propagation bands in the lower LH and the upper RH. By combining Equation (3) into (1) we can
see that phase shift is a linear function of the physical length in the case of the RH TL. Alternately, in
the case of the CLRH TL, the phase shift changes intensely in the LH band and therefore has a stronger
influence on the phase shift. In the used topology, the impact of the changes in fluid permittivity in the
microfluidic channel is reflected in total capacitance of the CLRH TL and, consequently, will influence
the phase velocity and the phase shift.
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Figure 3. Top conductive layer with optimized dimensions in millimeters.

 
 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4. (a) Equivalent circuit of the RH TL. (b) Equivalent circuit of the CLRH TL. (c) Dispersion
diagram of the RH and CLRH TLs.

The proposed metamaterials-based microfluidic sensor was manufactured as a combination of the
proposed sensing concept and microfluidic platform with a reservoir placed under the CLRH section.
The 3D view of the proposed microstrip microfluidic sensor is shown in Figure 1, while Figure 3 shows
the optimized dimensions of transmission lines and the Wilkinson power divider, which is integrated
together with two TL sections. The complete system is designed to operate at a frequency of 1.275 GHz.
This frequency is high enough to neglect the effect of conductance on the phase shift, but also low
enough to allow the realization of the electronic read-out using standard electronics components and
commercially available integrated circuits. The RH microstrip line section was made as a meandered
line, while the CLRH section was designed using three-unit cells comprised of per-unit length serial
capacitance in the form of the interdigital capacitor, and per-unit length shunt inductance in the form
of shunted inductive stub. Dimensions of the unit cell are optimized to provide LH behavior at a
frequency of 1.275 GHz. In contrast to the standard phase comparator, a conventional microstrip line
was replaced with the CLRH transmission line. In that manner, the phase “advance” occurs in the
case of the CLRH line, while phase delay occurs in the RH frequency band, due to the backward wave
propagation in the LH range [11]. Due to such an improved phase shift, the response can be obtained
with better sensitivity at the output of the sensor, as will be discussed in more detail below.

The Wilkinson power divider and RH and LH TLs were designed separately using Sonnet
software [25] and CST Microwave studio [26]. The optimized dimensions of these components are
shown in Figure 3. In all simulations, the PVC foil was modelled with a permittivity of 3.1 and dielectric
losses of 0.1, while the PMMA was modelled with permittivity of 3 and dielectric losses of 0.02 at a
frequency of 1 GHz.

The response of the designed power divider is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that, at an
operating frequency of 1.275 GHz, the insertion losses of the transmitted signals for the proposed
configuration are about −3.5 dB, while the isolation between two paths is higher than 40 dB.
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The amplitude and phase characteristics of the referent RH line and CLRH line above the reservoir
with various fluids in the reservoir are shown in Figure 6. The propagation constant and phase
characteristics of the CLRH depend on the characteristics of the microstrip substrate (i.e., its dimensions
and dielectric constant). Therefore, the change of the fluid in the microfluidic reservoir will influence
the effective permittivity of the substrate and consequently the phase response [27]. For that reason, the
central resonance of the LH band slightly shifts (Figure 6a), while the slope of the phase characteristics
changes intensely (Figure 6b) when the properties of the fluid that flows through the microfluidic
channel change. The phase shown in Figure 6b presents an unwrapped phase of the transmitted
signals. The simulations have been performed for different fluids in the microfluidic reservoir, where
the fluids are represented using their dielectric permittivity (εr) and dielectric loss tangent (tgδ) (whose
values are also given in the Figure 6a). The amplitude difference between two signals (i.e., the referent
and measurement signals) is lower than 10 dB in the worst case at the operating frequency. Based on
the above, we conclude that the commercially available phase detector can be used for phase shift
measurement. In this study, an AD8302 phase comparator [24] was used to measure the phase shift.
The RH line designed on PVC/PMMA substrate combination was optimized to have a 30 degree phase
difference relative to the signal of the CLRH line with the empty reservoir. In that manner, we will set
up the phase detector to operate in the linear regime and to measure a maximum of 120 degrees of the
phase difference for different fluids in the channel (i.e., from air to water for permittivity in the range
between 1 and 80.1). The permittivity of different fluids used in simulations corresponds to the real
permittivity at the operating frequencies of different fluids such as oil, isopropanol, methanol, ethanol,
and so on (and is used later for validation).

 
Figure 5. Simulated response of the Wilkinson power divider.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Simulated transmission responses of the RH TL section and CLRH sensing section for different
fluids in the microfluidic reservoir: (a) magnitude of the transmission characteristics; (b) normalized
unwrapped phase. The values of the dielectric permittivity (εr) and dielectric loss tangent (tgδ) used in
simulations are shown in brackets.

The designed divider and TLs are fabricated together with a microfluidic reservoir onto the
combined PVC and PMMA substrate, as was described in Section 2. The fabricated prototype of the
TL sections with the integrated Wilkinson divider is shown in Figure 7.

 

Figure 7. Prototype of the proposed sensor with the integrated Wilkinson power divider.

The phase detector module used for measuring the phase shift between two signals propagating
thought RH and CLRH TLs is made using integrated circuit AD8302 Analogue Devices (Figure 8a).
The phase detector circuit developed to operate in the linear regime is set to the phase difference
measurement mode according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. Integrated circuit AD8302 on
its output provides a voltage signal proportional to the phase difference of the signals on its inputs.
A vector network analyzer (VNA) was used for experimental verification and accuracy testing of
the designed phase-shifter device. The fabricated circuit of the phase detector manufactured using
standard PCB technology is shown in Figure 8b.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Phase detector: (a) detailed electronic circuit and (b) fabricated circuit.

4. Results

The measurement setup is shown in Figure 9. It consists of a VNA (which is used for
characterization of the TLs and generation of the input signal), proposed sensors with the power
divider, the phase detector, and the MSP430FR6989 LaunchPad Development Kit [28] for measuring
the output voltage and the syringe pump.

Figure 9. Photograph of the measurement setup.

Firstly, the designed sensor was characterized using a three-port measurement of the transmission
signal. Figure 10a shows the transmission characteristics of the RH and LH sections in the frequency
range of interest for air and water placed in the microfluidic reservoir and a comparison with the
results of the simulation. Good agreement was obtained between the measured and simulated results,
except for the small shift in the frequency. It should be noted that the measured amplitude of the
signals was several dB larger than in the simulations. However, the maximum difference between the
signal through the CLRH and RH sections was still within the 10 dB range. Increased losses arose as a
result of imperfections in the fabrication process and were also related to the low conductivity of the
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aluminum tape used for the conductive layers. Due to the small frequency shift, the phase difference
was reduced for 9.5% and the maximal detected phase shift was 112.3 degrees.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. Comparison between simulated and measured phase responses: (a) phase responses for air
(εr = 1) and water (εr = 80.1) inside the microfluidic reservoir; (b) phase shift versus dielectric constant
in the microfluidic reservoir for different fluids.

In the next step, the phase detector was used at the output to measure the phase difference for
different fluids inside the microfluidic reservoir. Figure 11 shows the variation of the output voltage
versus the dielectric constant of the fluid in the reservoir. The output voltage almost linearly depended
on the dielectric constant of the fluid in the reservoir with a regression factor of R2 = 0.94. The limit of
detection of the output voltage of the proposed device was determined by the accuracy of the AD8302
integrated circuit and was equal to 10 mV. It can be mentioned that the imaginary part of the complex
permittivity does not affect the phase shift, but can influence the amplitude of the signal and insertion
losses [1]. The imaginary part of the complex permittivity cannot be directly calculated from the phase
shift and therefore the measurement of the amplitudes of two signals should be taken into account.
Since the used phase comparator allows a measurement of the amplitude difference between two
signals, it can be used for estimating the imaginary part of the complex permittivity, or for mitigation
of the comparator measurement error of the phase shift.

 
Figure 11. Output voltage as a function of the dielectric constant in the reservoir.
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The proposed sensor was used to measure the cell concentration (i.e., biomass) inside the
microfluidic bioreactor. MRC-5 human fibroblasts were grown in DMEM with 4.5% glucose
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and antibiotic/antimycotic solution. The cell density (number
of cells per unit volume) and the percentage of viable cells were determined before the measurement
using the proposed sensor. The measurement by the sensor was performed immediately after seeding
the cells into the reservoir while still free-floating in suspension. This is done for proof-of-concept
purposes. Figure 12 shows the output voltage as a function of the number of cells in 1 mL of medium
solution. The number of cells influences the effective permittivity of the fluid in the reservoir. Therefore,
the effective permittivity of the substrate under the CLRH TL changes and consequently the output
voltage changes. Although the change in output voltage is relatively small due to the high permittivity
of the medium solution, the measurement response possesses better linearity in terms of the variation
of the number of cells with a regression factor of R2 = 0.98.

 
Figure 12. Output voltage as a function of the cell concentration in the microfluidic bioreactor.

5. Discussion

The metamaterial CLRH transmission line approach was used to make a novel microfluidic sensor
for the characterization of fluid flowing in the microfluidic reservoir. The proposed sensor comprises a
power divider, microstrip lines, and a phase detector designed as a low-cost microfluidic platform using
hybrid fabrication technology combining laser micromachining process, xurography, and lamination
techniques. The CLRH TL fabricated above the channel is used to improve the sensitivity of the
conventional TL in the phase comparator. The TL method was used, since it represents a fast and
simple method for determination of the dielectric properties of the material, as well as allowing
characterization at a single frequency with a high degree of integration with the sensor elements.
The complete read-out detection circuit for determination of permittivity based on the phase shift is
suitable for in-field measurement, and has been designed to operate at a frequency of 1.275 GHz.

The measurement results of the fabricated sensor confirm that a change in the permittivity of fluids
in the micro reservoir from 1 to 80.1 (from air to water) results in a phase shift of almost 115 degrees.
Using the phase advance phenomena of the CLRH line, the sensitivity of the sensor can be improved
more than 10-fold compared with the conventional RH line with the same length. The phase difference
for the same sensor realized with the RH TL instead of the CLRH one is only 12 degrees. In addition, the
designed read-out detection circuit is relatively simple and allows measurement at a single frequency.
The output voltage is approaching the linear function of the dielectric constant in the microfluidic
reservoir with a regression factor of R2 = 0.94.

Proof of concept for the potential application was demonstrated by implementing the proposed
sensor for measurement of the cell concentration in a suspension-like cell culture in a microfluidic
bioreactor. The experimental test confirmed that phase difference linearly changes with cell
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concentration. The signal was relatively low due to the very high dielectric constant of the cell
suspension (i.e., the cells floating in the medium). However, the sensor was able to detect even such a
low signal intensity.

The proposed device based on a metamaterials-based CLRH sensor presents a low-cost detection
solution characterized by relatively high sensitivity and linearity, and therefore it can be used for
monitoring small concentrations of specific fluids in different mixtures. On the other hand, the proposed
sensor is suitable for a number of biomedical applications utilizing suspension cell cultures, or for
fluid characterization.
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Abstract: Mu-negative and epsilon-negative loaded waveguides taken on their own are nominally
cut-off. In ideal circumstances, and when paired in the correct proportions, tunneling will
occur. However, due to losses and constraints imposed by finite-sized constituent elements,
the ability to experimentally demonstrate tunneling may be hindered. A tunnel identification
method has been developed and demonstrated to reveal tunneling behavior that is otherwise
obscured. Using ABCD (voltage-current transmission) matrix formulation, the S-parameters of
the mu-negative/epsilon-negative loaded waveguide junction is combined with S-parameters of an
epsilon-negative loaded waveguide. The method yields symmetric scattering matrices, which allows
the effect of losses to be removed to provide yet clearer identification of tunneling.

Keywords: evanescent field tunneling; metamaterials; mu-negative material; epsilon-negative
material; split-ring-resonators; waveguides

1. Introduction

The purpose of this work is to identify tunneling across an experimental microwave metamaterial
heterojunction that may be obscured due to losses and constraints imposed by finite-sized constituent
elements in real microwave metamaterials.

Microwave metamaterials exhibit unusual electromagnetic properties (such as negative permittivity
and negative permeability) which yield a range of unusual phenomena. One such phenomenon is the
tunneling of electromagnetic waves through epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metamaterial [1–5], epsilon-negative
(ENG) metamaterial (or empty waveguides operated at cut-off) paired with mu-negative (MNG)
metamaterial [6–15], and cut-off waveguides either filled [16,17], or lined [18,19], with metamaterials.
In this work, we are specifically interested in tunneling in a microwave waveguide filled by a
ENG/MNG metamaterial heterojunction where the waveguide is cut-off when loaded by either
the ENG or MNG metamaterial on its own [7,14].

ENG behavior can be obtained at microwave frequencies using an empty cut-off waveguide [7,14]
or by loading the waveguide with an array of thin wires [20,21]. MNG behavior can be obtained at
microwave frequencies by loading the waveguide with an array of split-ring resonators (SRRs) [7,14,20,22].
In both cases, lumped elements can also be used [8–10,13]. Practical microwave metamaterials are
constructed from a discrete number of finite-sized elements. Therefore, in a practical experiment, it may
not be possible to satisfy the length requirement (or attenuation condition) for perfect tunneling [6,7].
Hence, it is the purpose of this work to develop a method to identify tunneling behavior in discrete
microwave ENG/MNG metamaterial junctions.

Whether using loaded waveguides or transmission lines, resistive losses impact on the ability to
demonstrate tunneling [6,15]. Therefore, an additional purpose of this work is to isolate losses from
experimental results to further reveal tunneling.
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2. Theoretical Background

In this work we confine ourselves to time-harmonic electromagnetic waves. At a given angular
frequency ω, each field component of an electromagnetic wave travelling in the positive z direction
will contain the factor exp(jωt − γz) where γ is the propagation constant and j =

√−1. In general γ

is complex valued and related to real valued attenuation and phase constants, α and β respectively,
taking the form γ = α + jβ. For passive media, the amplitude of the field components will either
decay or remain constant with z and this means α is always greater than or equal zero. For the rest
of this work we will drop explicit reference to the factor exp(jωt − γz) and describe such quantities
using phasor notation. Within the waveguide, we confine ourselves to transverse-electric (TE) wave
propagation and consider the lowest order mode being the TE10 mode [23] since this simplifies the
procedure to demonstrate tunneling.

Figure 1 shows a diagram of an idealized waveguide tunneling configuration which comprises
four sections: Sections 1 and 4 air-filled, and Sections 2 and 3 being filled by μ-negative (MNG) and
ε-negative (ENG) metamaterials respectively. For the moment, it will be assumed that the MNG and
ENG metamaterials are continuous, lossless and isotropic. The waveguide cross-section is identical
along the structure so the only discontinuity is a change of material along the longitudinal axis (z).

Figure 1. Schematic of a cascade of MNG and ENG metamaterial filled waveguide where tunneling
(transmission from port 1 to port 2 or vice versa) is possible under certain conditions. (In color.).

At a frequency above the TE10 mode cut-off frequency of Sections 1 and 4, Sections 1 and 4 will
support propagation. On the other hand, Sections 2 and 3 on their own, because their permittivity and
permeability are opposite signed, will be cut-off (see Appendix A). It can be shown (see Appendix B)
perfect transmission from port 1 to port 2 (zero insertion loss and zero reflection coefficient) occurs
when [6,7]:

αENGlENG = αMNGlMNG (1)

and:
ZENG = −ZMNG (2)

where lMNG and lENG are the lengths of the MNG and ENG loaded waveguides respectively, and ZMNG
and ZENG are the TE10 mode wave-impedances of the MNG and ENG metamaterials respectively.
We denote (1) and (2) the attenuation and impedance tunneling conditions respectively.

As only evanescent modes can be excited in waveguides filled with lossless isotropic MNG and
ENG metamaterials, ZMNG and ZENG will be purely imaginary with Im(ZMNG) < 0 and Im(ZENG) > 0
(see Appendix A). Provided ZMNG and ZENG are of similar magnitude, the impedance tunneling
condition can be satisfied at some frequency. On the other hand, the attenuation constant is always
positive valued and this requires a certain length ratio to satisfy the attenuation tunneling condition.
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Similar conclusions are obtained for waveguides filled with certain continuous lossless anisotropic
MNG and ENG metamaterials (see Appendix C) [7].

The single ENG/MNG heterojunction contained within the waveguide of Figure 1 represents the
minimum configuration for tunneling. A five section waveguide tunneling structure may be realized
as shown in Figure 2 where the length of Section 3 (ENG) is 2lENG. The tunneling conditions of Figure 2
are the same as Figure 1, and hence equations (1) and (2) apply to Figure 2. It is the structure of
Figure 2 which forms the theoretical basis for the experimental tunneling identification. This structure
is symmetrical which is useful when dealing with losses.

Figure 2. Schematic of a cascade of MNG, ENG and MNG metamaterial filled waveguide where tunneling
(transmission from port 1 to port 2 or vice versa) is possible under certain conditions. (In color.).

3. Tunneling in Practical Microwave Metamaterials

Practical microwave metamaterials employing split-ring resonators (SRRs) and thin wires to obtain
MNG and ENG behavior respectively, are crystalline (periodic) structures with lattice constants of the
order of millimeter [7,14,16,17,20,24,25]. So whilst significantly smaller than the guide wavelength,
thereby approximating the continuous medium, the dimensions of practical metamaterial elements
are never-the-less finite and means that material lengths take discrete values. It is unlikely that the
attenuation tunneling condition is satisfied at the same frequency as the impedance tunneling condition
when the ENG and MNG lengths are restricted to discrete values.

For example, for ENG and MNG metamaterials based upon the negative-refractive-index (NRI)
metamaterials described by Eccleston & Platt [24], the length of the MNG metamaterial would be
integer multiples of 5 mm and the ENG metamaterial takes lengths in integer increments of 20 mm.
The significant difference in lattice constants arises from the need to achieve useful permittivity values
within the low gigahertz range using an entirely printed structure [24]. As will be demonstrated
in Section 5, perfect tunneling in such materials is obtained at 2.73 GHz when lMNG = 25 mm
and lENG = 8.8 mm, which is incompatible with these lattice constraints of the materials. At higher
frequencies, the lattice constant for ENG could be comparable to that of the MNG [25].

On the other hand, this problem does not arise when one of the metamaterials is continuous.
For example, Baena et al. [7] use a SRR waveguide and an empty cut-off waveguide for MNG and
ENG behavior respectively; lMNG and lENG are discrete and continuous respectively.

4. Tunnel Identification Principle

The procedure that will be described is aimed at identifying tunneling in a MNG/ENG junction
constructed entirely from discrete metamaterials. Two sets of microwave scattering parameters [23] is
required: (i) ENG/MNG filled waveguide junction, and (ii) ENG filled waveguide of known length.
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The former structure will be denoted the device-under-test (DUT) and contains the MNG/ENG
heterojunction required for tunneling.

It will be assumed that MNG behavior is obtained over a narrow bandwidth using an array of
split-ring resonators (SRRs), and ENG behavior is obtained over a significantly wider bandwidth
using an array of strips. The term strip is used rather than wire to acknowledge implementation in
printed-circuit-board (PCB) or similar technology [24,25].

The block diagram describing tunneling identification is shown in Figure 3a. The DUT and
reversed DUT blocks represent the direct measurements of the DUT, whilst the middle section, of length
lStrip2, is described by a transmission line model. The propagation constant and wave-impedance of
the transmission line model are extracted from measurements of the strip loaded (ENG) waveguide.
The length lStrip2 of the middle section of Figure 3a is in general different to the length of the measured
strip loaded waveguide.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the tunneling identification method: (a) constituent elements, and (b)
equivalent structure.

The cascade of Figure 3a is equivalent to the block diagram shown in Figure 3b. Comparing
Figure 3b with Figure 2, then applying (1) and (2) to Figure 3b, it can be shown for lossless media,
perfect tunneling occurs when:

2αSRRlSRR = αStrip
(
2lStrip1 + lStrip2

)
(3)

and
ZSRR = −ZStrip (4)

The ability to apply Figure 3a and its equivalent Figure 3b assumes only the dominant mode exists
at the ports of each waveguide section depicted in Figure 3a, and that the strip loaded waveguide
behaves as a homogenously filled waveguide. Provided that the waveguide transverse cross section is
the same for all sections, the method does not introduce new discontinuities; the only discontinuity
being the essential MNG/ENG (SRR/Strip) interface inherently contained in the DUT.

The block diagram of Figure 3a can be analyzed using ABCD (voltage-current transmission)
parameters which are related to scattering parameters [26]. The ABCD matrix, Aa, (containing the
ABCD parameters) of the circuit of Figure 3a is given by:

Aa = ADUTAStrip(lStrip2) DUT (5)
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where ADUT and AStrip(lStrip2) are the ABCD matrices of the DUT and strip loaded waveguide of length

lStrip2 respectively, and DUT is the ABCD matrix of the DUT in the reverse direction and is related to
the elements of ADUT by [27]:

DUT =

[
DDUT BDUT
CDUT ADUT

]
(6)

where

ADUT =

[
ADUT BDUT
CDUT DDUT

]
(7)

Applying the continuous material approximation for the strip loaded waveguide, a transmission
line model for the strip loaded waveguide of length l can be used [23]:

AStrip(l) =

⎡
⎣ cosh

(
γStripl

)
ZStripsinh

(
γStripl

)
sinh(γStripl)

ZStrip
cosh

(
γStripl

)
⎤
⎦ (8)

where γStrip is its complex propagation constant and ZStrip is its wave-impedance. Both γStrip and
ZStrip are obtained from S-parameter measurements of a known length of strip loaded waveguide.
This is achieved by relating (8) to the ABCD matrix of the measured strip loaded waveguide of known
length l.

Conversion between S-parameters and ABCD parameters requires knowledge of the port reference
impedance [26]. By using the same waveguide transverse cross section for both the DUT and strip
loaded waveguide, the ambiguity associated with waveguide characteristic impedance [28], and port
reference impedance is avoided. Hence, the port reference impedance used here is taken as directly
proportional to the TE10 mode wave-impedance of an empty waveguide.

The ABCD matrix Aa is calculated using (5) over a range of frequencies and lStrip2. The overall
scattering matrix of Figure 3b can be obtained from Aa. Therefore, |S21| can be plotted as a function of
frequency and lStrip2 from which a suitable value of lStrip2, as well as the tunneling frequency can be
identified. Negative values of lStrip2 are permissible, but only if the total length of the ENG sections,(
2lStrip1 + lStrip2

)
, is positive and non-zero. Losses will limit the maximum transmission that can

be achieved.
The complimentary method, which uses data from a SRR loaded waveguide can be used to

identify tunneling in the DUT. Similarly, a method that uses data from both a SRR loaded waveguide
and strip loaded waveguide can also be developed. Neither of these methods will be considered here,
as losses as well as the highly resonant behavior of SRRs renders these approaches unfeasible.

5. Description and Theoretical Analysis of Experimental Metamaterials

The purpose of this section is to show that tunneling is theoretically possible in accordance to the
mechanism described in Section 2, for strip loaded and SRR loaded waveguides described in [24].

5.1. Description of Metamaterials

Figure 4 gives a rendering of the DUT (MNG and ENG loaded waveguide junction) of which one
layer of thickness 5 mm (or one period of 5 mm in the y direction) is shown for clarity. To fill a WR284
waveguide used in the experiment, 7 layers (or 7 periods in the y direction) are required. Also shown
are 72 mm wide waveguide feeds at either end which correspond to WR284 waveguide feeds used in
the experiment. Both the SRR and strip loaded regions have a length of 25 mm and a width of 65 mm.

The MNG region comprises an array of SRRs aligned transverse to the waveguide to achieve
negative permeability in the x-direction and will interact with the x component of magnetic field of
the TE10 mode. The ENG region comprises y-directed strips to achieve negative permittivity in the
y-direction thereby interacting with the TE10 mode electric field. This arrangement gives anisotropic
permeability and permittivity [7,24] and field analysis given in Appendix C shows that tunneling
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described in Section 2 is indeed possible for such metamaterial junctions. The SRRs and strips are
mounted on 13 printed circuit boards (PCBs) mounted parallel to the yz plane and are spaced 5 mm
in the x direction to span a width of 65 mm. On the PCBs containing the SRRs, the SRRs have 5 mm
periodicity in both directions and this means that within the SRR loaded waveguide, the SRRs have
three-dimensional periodicity of 5 mm.

Figure 4. Rendering of one layer of the DUT containing the SRR array (MNG)/strip array (ENG)
interface. (In color.).

The design approach and the structural parameters of the SRRs and strips are described in detail
elsewhere [24], but the key features are: (i) broadside-coupled SRRs were used as they are compact
and minimize bianisotropy [29], (ii) the SRRs were designed to resonate around 3 GHz, (iii) uses
a thinned array of strips to achieve suitable values of permittivity [24]. The strip locations have
a two-dimensional periodicity of 14.1 mm in the xz plane, and their locations are coincident with
the PCBs.

5.2. Theoretical Predictions

Theoretical models for the SRR and strip loaded waveguides are described in earlier work [24]
and are used to predict the μXX and εYY of the SRR loaded waveguide, and εYY of the strip loaded
waveguide. These models include electric polarization of the SRRs and dielectric loading due to the
PCB substrates, and use the continuous medium approximation. The other tensor permeability and
permittivity diagonal elements are equal to that of free-space, and the off-diagonal elements are zero.
Figure 5 shows the frequency response of μXX and εYY of the SRR loaded waveguide, and εYY of the
strip loaded waveguide over the frequency range 2.5 GHz to 3 GHz. It is apparent that SRR loading
provides negative permeability over a narrow band (2.663 GHz to 2.752 GHz) and its value is strongly
dependent on frequency. On the other hand, strip loading provides negative permittivity over a much
wider frequency range and is a relatively weaker function of frequency.
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Figure 5. Theoretical predictions of anisotropic permittivity and permeability for the SRR and strip
loaded waveguides of the type considered in this work. (In color.).

Using the field analysis of Appendix C, the TE10 mode propagation constant and wave-impedance
can be calculated from the anisotropic permittivity and permittivity (Figure 5), and are shown in
Figure 6. The impedances are normalized to the TE10 mode wave-impedance of an empty 65 mm wide
waveguide. As the strip loaded waveguide operates in its evanescent mode over the frequency range
2.5 GHz to 3 GHz, its real part of wave-impedance and phase constant are both zero over this range
and are not shown. Importantly, the imaginary parts of wave-impedance are opposite signed over the
frequency range 2.663 GHz to 2.752 GHz, and hence it is useful to show the sum Im

(
ZStrip

)
+ Im(ZSRR)

over the range 2.663 GHz to 2.752 GHz in Figure 6a.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Theoretically calculated TE10 mode (a) normalized wave-impedance, (b) attenuation and
phase constants for strip and SRR loaded waveguide. (In color.).

The zero crossing of Im
(
ZStrip

)
+ Im(ZSRR) in Figure 6a indicates that the impedance tunneling

condition (2) is satisfied at 2.728 GHz. At this frequency, Figure 6b shows that the attenuation constants
are 30.1 Np/m and 85.2 Np/m for the SRR and strip loaded waveguide respectively. If the length of
the SRR loaded waveguide lMNG is 25 mm, then the strip loaded waveguide length lENG needs to be
8.9 mm to satisfy the attenuation tunneling condition (1). Figure 7 shows the calculated S-parameter
frequency responses for the symmetrical structure of Figure 2 for the two cases (i) lMNG = 25 mm
and lENG = 8.9 mm, and (ii) lMNG = 25 mm and lENG = 25 mm. It is apparent that for the former case,
reflection-less transmission is obtained at 2.728 GHz. On the hand, the latter cases shows low coupling
due to the non-satisfaction of the attenuation tunneling condition.

For the case of lENG equal to 8.9 mm, a very sharp peak in transmission is observed at 2.66 GHz.
This frequency falls slightly outside the negative permeability band, and therefore, the SRR loaded
waveguides behave as electrically long, high impedance transmission lines (see Figure 6). Due to
the high electrical lengths in this vicinity, there will be a frequency (or multiple frequencies) where
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the length of the SRR loaded waveguides are integer multiples of a half guide-wavelength. In this
situation, the SRR loaded waveguides behave as half-wave transformers effectively providing a direct
coupling to the strip loaded waveguide to port 1 and 2. Due to the mismatch between the SRR loaded
waveguide and empty waveguide wave-impedances, the resulting peak will be narrow. The total
ENG length of Figure 2 is 17.8 mm (2lENG) and its attenuation is constant at 2.66 GHz is 86.3 Np/m.
Hence, at 2.66 GHz its total attenuation will be 13 dB which is the level of transmission seen in Figure 7.
The phenomenon is also denoted a Fabry-Perot resonance [7].

Figure 7. Theoretically predicted TE10 mode S-parameters for the structure of Figure 2 using anisotropic
permittivity and permeability values of Figure 5 for the two cases of lENG when lMNG is 25 mm.
(In color.).

6. Experiment

6.1. Description of Metamaterials

The metamaterials described in Section 5.1 were fabricated using a multilayer PCB fabrication
process on Rogers 4000 series substrates of which individual PCBs were mounted longitudinally in
waveguide test fixtures. The PCB thickness was 0.5 mm. The PCBs were 25 mm × 36 mm and each
type required to construct the MNG (SRR) and ENG (strip) regions is shown in Figure 8a. The rings
of the SRRs use the middle metal layers but are visible through the translucent substrate, whilst the
strips are placed on the top metal layer; the bottom metal layer is unutilized. The DUT is 50 mm long
(lSRR = 25 mm and lStrip1 = 25 mm). The length of the strip loaded waveguide is 25 mm.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8. Photo of: (a) each PCB type used in the experiment, (b) the waveguide PCB mount, and (c)
measurement equipment shown measuring the through configuration for TL deembedding. (In color.).
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6.2. Waveguide PCB Mount

Figure 8b shows a photo of the waveguide PCB mount to hold the PCBs associated with the
DUT. The one for the strip loaded waveguide is similar but shorter in length. When fully assembled,
the waveguide mounts contain 13 longitudinal slots, with width equal to the PCB thickness (0.5 mm),
and depth 1 mm, to hold the PCBs with 5 mm spacing across a width of 65 mm. The waveguide PCB
mount mates with WR284 (72.14 mm × 34.04 mm) waveguide, and has transverse dimensions of
65 mm × 34 mm.

For manufacturability and to aid inserting PCBs, the waveguide mount is constructed from
laminations. Transverse bolts along with the laminated nature of the test fixture, creates a vice to
secure the PCBs in the slots. Due to manufacturing tolerances, it is impossible to machine laminations
to exactly the same longitudinal length. To ensure continuity of waveguide longitudinal currents
(in top and bottom walls) 0.5 mm deep recesses are milled at each end of the mount to create very low
impedance RF chokes with the WR284 flanges.

6.3. Measurement Procedure

Measurements were performed over the band 2 GHz to 4 GHz using a Keysight N9918A RF
vector network analyzer (Figure 8c) calibrated to SMA coaxial connector reference planes using
the short-open-load-thru (SOLT) procedure. To eliminate effects coax-to-waveguide transitions,
through-line (TL) deembedding [30] (which is related to TRL deembedding) was conducted offline
to obtain the S-parameters for the various loaded waveguide PCB mounts. These measurements are
available as Supplementary Materials. The reference planes were then extended by 0.5 mm to remove
the effect of the RF chokes at the ends of the waveguide PCB mounts. The S-parameters were finally
renormalized from the wave-impedance of an empty 72 mm wide (WR284) waveguide to that of an
empty 65 mm wide (waveguide mount) waveguide. As the TE10 mode cut-off frequency of the 65 mm
wide waveguide is 2.31 GHz, only measurements above this frequency are useful.

6.4. Strip and SRR Loaded Waveguide

Figure 9 shows the attenuation and phase constants, and wave-impedance extracted from the
strip loaded waveguide measurements over the range 2.5 GHz to 3.5 GHz. The wave-impedance is
normalized to the wave-impedance of an empty 65 mm waveguide. For completeness, the attenuation
and phase constants, and wave-impedance for a SRR loaded waveguide is also shown for qualitative
purposes. The challenges of retrieval ambiguities [31–35] is not evident for the strip loaded waveguide,
whereas it could be a factor for the SRR loaded waveguide at the lower end of the MNG passband.

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Extracted TE10 mode (a) normalized wave-impedance, (b) attenuation and phase constants
for strip and SRR loaded waveguide. (In color.).
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Figure 9 shows that the strip loaded waveguide behaves like an ideal evanescent-mode attenuator
with an essentially zero phase constant (β) and pure imaginary characteristic impedance over the entire
frequency range of interest. The SRR loaded waveguide has almost pure-real wave-impedance and
near-zero attenuation constant (α), when operating below about 2.6 GHz and above about 2.95 GHz,
and it therefore operates in a propagating mode in these frequency bands. On the other hand, between
about 2.65 GHz and 2.95 GHz, it behaves as a lossy evanescent-mode attenuator with complex valued
propagation constant and wave-impedance. This lossy behavior is attributed to losses in the SRRs
which are operating near resonance [24].

Although it is difficult to make use of the SRR loaded waveguide data directly, it never-the-less
can be qualitatively interpreted as evidence of MNG behavior over the range 2.65 GHz to 2.95 GHz.
For instance, αSRR and imaginary part of ZSRR are both non-zero, over this range. Figure 9a also shows
that the sum of Im(ZStrip) and Im(ZSRR), crosses zero at several frequencies over the range 2.76 GHz
to 2.86 GHz; meaning that the impedance tunneling condition (4) will be satisfied in the imaginary
part within this range. In an ideal situation, the impedance matching condition (4) is satisfied at one
frequency only, so the multiple zeros of Im

(
ZStrip

)
+ Im(ZSRR) in Figure 9a is due to SRR resonant

frequency variation across the PCB panels [36].

6.5. Tunnel Identification

The tunnel identification method described in Section 4 was applied to the DUT measurements.
Figure 10 shows the transmission (S21) as a function of frequency (f ) and middle strip loaded waveguide
section length (lStrip2). Transmission is maximum at 2.8 GHz, and peaks when lStrip2 is −40.8 mm.
The lStrip2 value of −40.8 mm means that the total length of the equivalent strip loaded section of
Figure 3b,

(
2lStrip1 + lStrip2

)
, is 9.2 mm. This value is comparable to the theoretical prediction of

17.8 mm given in Section 5.

Figure 10. Transmission (S21) magnitude versus frequency and length of the middle strip loaded
waveguide (lStrip2). Peak transmission occurs at 2.8 GHz when the length of the middle strip loaded
waveguide (lStrip2) is −40.8 mm. (In color.).

Figure 11 shows the S-parameters of the cascaded structure of Figure 3a when lStrip2 is equal to
−40.8 mm. For reference, the S-parameters of the DUT are shown. At 2.8 GHz, the tunneling effect is
clearly revealed with an 8.6 dB boost in transmission (S21) compared to the DUT on its own, as well as
in improvement of input and output match. Importantly, the resulting S-parameters are symmetric
(S11 = S22).
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 11. S-parameter magnitude frequency responses after tunnel identification and after loss is
removed: (a) S21, and (b) S11 (and S22). The DUT response is included for comparison. (In color.).

For a symmetrical reciprocal two-port, the power loss proportion, L, can be calculated by
power conservation:

L = 1 − |S11|2 − |S21|2 = 1 − |S22|2 − |S12|2 (9)

where S11, S22, S12 and S21 are the S-parameters of the two-port. Figure 12 shows the power loss of
the DUT after tunnel identification. Significant loss occurs within the MNG band and this explains
the insertion loss of 8.1 dB at 2.8 GHz after the tunnel identification process of Section 3. The effects
of losses can be removed from the symmetric two-port by scaling the S-parameters by 1/

√
1 − L.

With the effects of losses are removed (pink dashed trace in Figure 11), the resulting tunnel residual
insertion loss, due to mismatch, is 2.2 dB.

 

Figure 12. Power loss frequency response for the deembedded DUT.

7. Other Observations

After the tunnel identification method has been applied, a significant transmission boost occurs
at 2.45 GHz and 3.3 GHz (blue trace in Figure 11). Both these frequencies fall well outside the MNG
regime of the SRR loaded waveguide and therefore cannot be attributed to tunneling. At these
frequencies, the SRR loaded waveguide behaves as a transmission line that transform the empty
waveguide characteristic impedance to a complex value, and at the same time, the strip loaded
waveguide essentially behaves as a lossless evanescent mode attenuator. The strip-loaded waveguide
can be treated as a two-port element terminated by complex valued impedances. From microwave
amplifier design principles [37], this situation may result in a boost in transmission because of the
non-trivial dependence on terminating impedance.

When loss is removed, a sharp peak is also revealed at 2.636 GHz (pink trace in Figure 11a).
Figure 9 indicates that this frequency is slightly outside the MNG band of frequencies and therefore,
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this peak is attributed to Fabry-Perot resonances [7] as discussed in the theoretical investigation in
Section 5. This resonance is obscured after tunnel identification (blue trace in Figure 11) as the loss at
this frequency (Figure 12), is nearly 100%.

8. Conclusions

Due to the finite size of constituent elements and losses, the ability to experimentally demonstrate
tunneling across a cascade of mu-negative and epsilon-negative loaded waveguides may be hindered.
A tunnel identification method has been developed and demonstrated to reveal the tunneling behavior
that is otherwise obscured. The S-parameters of a mu-negative/epsilon-negative loaded waveguide
junction are combined with the S-parameters of an epsilon-negative loaded waveguide. The method
yields symmetric S-matrices, which the effect of losses to be removed to provide a yet clearer
demonstration of tunneling.

Supplementary Materials: The measured S-parameters, after applying TL deembeding to WR284 waveguide
flange reference planes, are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-9292/8/1/84/s1 as .s2p files. In the
case of the SRR and Strip loaded waveguide, symmetry is enforced in the deembedding process. In all cases,
the reference impedance is the TE10 mode wave-impedance of a 72 mm wide waveguide. Therefore, prior to
further processing, it is necessary to shift the reference planes 0.5 mm and renormalize the reference impedance of
that of a 65 mm waveguide.
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Appendix A

In this appendix, the dispersion relations for a lossless isotropic ENG or MNG loaded waveguide
are obtained. The field analysis of an air-filled waveguide can be extended to a dielectric filled
waveguide [23], with permeability μ and permittivity ε, and the resulting propagation constant (γ)
and wave-impedance (Z) are:

γ2 = k2
x − ω2με (A1)

and
Z =

jωμ

γ
(A2)

where kx is the mode cut-off wavenumber, which for TEm0 modes in a waveguide of width a are:

kx =
mπ

a
(A3)

where m is a non-zero integer.
For a given mode, a transmission line analogy can be used to represent a section of waveguide [23].

For the case of a uniform cross-section, the propagation constant and characteristic impedance of the
transmission line use γ and wave-impedance Z respectively.

For a lossless MNG or ENG, either μ or ε will be negative valued and the other positive,
and (A1) shows that γ only takes pure real values and means that only evanescent modes are possible.
Equation (A2) indicates that Z will be pure imaginary and capacitive for MNG, and inductive for ENG.
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Appendix B

In this appendix, the tunneling conditions derivation are derived. This derivation is based upon
voltage-current chain or ABCD parameters [23] noting this problem can that alternatively formulated
using wave-transmission parameters [7].

We consider the cascade of a pair of waveguide sections with identical transverse cross sections
and therefore the only discontinuity is due to the different materials that fill each of these sections.
These two sections could correspond to Sections 2 and 3 of Figure 1 which contain MNG and ENG fills
respectively. As both sections are operating in their evanescent modes, they can be described by a pure
real propagation constant (being the attenuation constant) and a pure imaginary wave-impedance
α1 and jX1 respectively for Section 1, α2 and jX2 respectively for Section 2. The values of α1 and
α2 are assumed to take positive values for passive media, whereas the X1 and X2 can take positive
and negative values. For a given mode, a section of waveguide can be modelled as a transmission
line described by its propagation constant and characteristic impedance. Using an ABCD parameter
formulation [23], the ABCD matrix of the cascade of the two waveguide sections of lengths l1 and l2 is:

ABCDcascade =

[
cosh(α1l1) jX1sinh(α1l1)
1

jX1
sinh(α1l1) cosh(α1l1)

][
cosh(α2l2) jX2sinh(α2l2)
1

jX2
sinh(α2l2) cosh(α2l2)

]
(A4)

Expanding:

ABCDcascade =

[
cosh(α1l1) cosh(α2l2) +

X1
X2

sinh(α1l1)sinh(α2l2)
1

jX2
sinh(α2l2) cosh(α1l1) + 1

jX1
sinh(α1l1) cosh(α2l2)

jX2sinh(α2l2) cosh(α1l1) + jX1sinh(α1l1) cosh(α2l2)
cosh(α1l1) cosh(α2l2) +

X2
X1

sinh(α1l1)sinh(α2l2)

] (A5)

An identity ABCD corresponds to perfect transmission with zero reflection. Equation (A5) is
equal to the identity matrix when α1l1 = α2l2 and X1 = −X2 which are denoted the attenuation and
impedance tunneling conditions respectively. The latter condition requires X1 and X2 to be opposite
signed and represents resonance across the boundary between Sections 1 and 2 [6,8].

Appendix C

In this appendix, the fields are formulated for TEm0 modes in a rectangular waveguide filled with
anisotropic dielectrics. The outcome of this analysis is the attenuation constant and wave-impedance
for the special case of anisotropic ENG and MNG dielectric fill.

Consider an anisotropic dielectric material whose permeability and permittivity tensors in
rectangular coordinates are respectively:

μ =

⎡
⎢⎣ μxx 0 0

0 μyy 0
0 0 μzz

⎤
⎥⎦ (A6)

ε =

⎡
⎢⎣ εxx 0 0

0 εyy 0
0 0 εzz

⎤
⎥⎦ (A7)

where μxx, μyy and μzz are the x, y and z directed permeability respectively, and εxx, εyy and εzz are the x,
y and z directed permittivity respectively. It is therefore assumed that the material is non-bianisotropic,
non-gyrotropic and non-chiral which give zero off-diagonal elements. This assumption is reasonable
for the types of metamaterials considered in this work comprising either broad-side-coupled SRRs,
or thin strips.
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Consider a rectangular waveguide directed in the z direction and whose perfect-electric-conducting
walls are located at x = 0, x = a, y = 0 and y = b. All field component phasors of a wave propagating in
the z direction will contain the common factor exp(-γz) where γ is the complex valued propagation
constant. If we restrict the waves to be TE (transverse electric) waves, and further restrict the wave
to containing no y dependence (i.e., TEm0 modes), substitution of (A6) and (A7) into Maxwell’s curl
equations in phasor form, yields:

γEy = −jωμxx Hx (A8a)

∂Ey

∂x
= −jωμzzHz (A8b)

− γHx − ∂Hz

∂x
= jωεyyEy (A8C)

Equations (A8a)–(A8c) shows that only the tensor components μxx, εyy and μzz play a role in TEm0

mode behavior. Based upon the waveguide boundary conditions, the solution of the non-zero field
phasors, that also satisfy (A8a) and (A8b) must take the form:

Hx =
−γA
jωμxx

sin kxx (A9a)

Ey = A sin kxx (A9b)

Hz =
−kx A
jωμzz

cos kxx (A9c)

where the cut-off wavenumber kx is given by (A3), A is an amplitude (which could be complex valued),
and m is a non-zero integer. Substituting (A9) into (A8c) yields the dispersion relation:

γ2 =
μxx

μzz
kx

2 − ω2μxxεyy (A10)

For an evanescent mode, γ will be pure real and equal to the attenuation constant α which is
positive valued. For a TE wave travelling (or decaying) in the z direction, the wave-impedance is
−Ey/Hx. Hence from (A9a) and (A9b):

ZTE =
jωμxx

α
(A11)

Thus from (A11), ZTE will be pure imaginary whose is sign is that of μxx.
There are two types of anisotropic dielectric that are of interest here. They are MNG with negative

permeability confined to the x direction, and ENG with negative permittivity confined to the y direction.

C.1. Anisotropic MNG

For the first case, μxx is negative valued, μzz equals μ0 the permeability of a vacuum, and εyy

is positive valued. The permittivity εyy is greater than the permittivity of a free-space (ε0) due to
the inherent electric polarizability of the constituent elements comprising the metamaterial, and the
presence of insulating substrates to support such elements. Hence, from (A10):

α =

√
−μxx

μ0

(
ω2μ0εyy − kx2

)
(A12)

and is real (i.e., evanescent mode) only if ω2μ0εyy > kx
2 which is denoted the “anti-cut-off” property [7].

Clearly from (A11), ZTE will be a capacitive reactance.
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C.2. Anisotropic ENG

For the second case, μxx = μzz = μ0, and εyy is negative valued. Hence, from (A10):

α =
√

kx2 − ω2μ0εyy (A13)

and is real for all frequencies provided εyy is negative valued. Clearly from (A11), ZTE will be an
inductive reactance.

The foregoing indicates that pairing of the above anisotropic ENG and MNG filled waveguides
can yield the required impedance tunneling condition. Namely, apart from the anti-cut-off property,
the conclusions are similar to the isotropic ENG and MNG cases.

In practice, for SRR realizations of anisotropic MNG, and strip realization of ENG, μxx and εyy are
frequency dependent and are only negative over a restricted frequency range; particularly for the SRR
loaded waveguide. Therefore, the above theoretical analysis needs to be interpreted in that context.
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